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Abstract 
The aim of the project was the design and integration of a composite Formula 

Student monocoque chassis for University of Strathclyde Motorsport (USM). 

Based on literature, a carbon fibre composite and aluminium honeycomb panel 

utilising the ‘cut and fold’ manufacturing technique was selected. Detailed CAD 

models of the hybrid monocoque were produced, alongside manufacturing 

plans enabling the production of a prototype in the future. Simulations in Ansys 

ACP were conducted to determine laminate skin parameters and evaluate 

failure modes of the monocoque chassis. Comparison with USM21’s steel 

frame chassis, an estimated weight saving of 7.95Kg was found along with a 

predicted torsional stiffness increase of 2544Nm/deg. The project concluded 

the criticality of manufacturing tests to evaluate the design and should be 

carried out to validate decisions before further development. Finally, a life cycle 

analysis of the carbon fibre composite monocoque, compared to the previous 

steel chassis, revealed that the material usage phase consumed more energy 

and had a bigger carbon footprint.  
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1 Introduction 
Motorsport is a highly competitive field of engineering. Teams work to exploit 

any advantage available to them to gain a competitive edge. A common goal 

is to decrease the overall mass of the vehicle. This has been achieved by the 

utilisation of lightweight composites replacing traditional materials, with up to 

85% of a modern race cars being made of carbon fibre composites (CFCs) by 

volume [1]. One major development was the monocoque chassis, which 

allowed teams to replace the traditional spaceframe chassis with a system that 

is both lighter and stiffer.  

Formula Student (FS) teams have seen success in developing and 

implementing such systems for many years. As in professional competitions, 

the results have been staggering, with the best scoring teams relying on 

composite monocoques.    

The University of Strathclyde Motorsport (USM) team takes pride in the 

construction of lightweight vehicles, developing the third lightest vehicle at the 

UK competition in 2019 with a spaceframe chassis, Figure 1, losing only to 

monocoque designs. With the team’s switch to a heavier electric powertrain, 

competing in the electric vehicle (EV) class, the importance of mass reduction 

to offset this mass increase was a key focus. With most opportunities for weight 

reduction already exploited, the development of a monocoque chassis remains 

one avenue of performance not yet realised. Example of such monocoques 

are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1 - The 2019 USM car: 170kg with a spaceframe chassis 
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Figure 2 - Various Monocoque Prototypes utilizing cut and fold from Edith Cowan University [2] 
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1.1 Formula Student 

 The competition  

First conceived in America in 1981 by the Society of Automotive Engineers, 

Formula Student (FS) is an international engineering competition where 

students compete to design, build, and race single-seater formula-style race 

cars every year, gaining valuable engineering and teamwork experience in the 

process. 

The competition consists of static and dynamic events, where teams compete 

to demonstrate their understanding of all aspects of their race cars. The static 

events test students’ knowledge of the cost engineering, business case, and 

the detailed design of their cars, while the dynamic events challenge the teams’ 

vehicles in performance challenges. These challenges are acceleration, skid 

pad, autocross, and the endurance event. 

 Composites in Formula Student  

Composites can be found throughout the entire vehicle in Formula Student. 

The most relevant areas being the chassis (as a monocoque) and in the 

aerodynamic package. Some teams also produce Carbon Fibre Reinforced 

Polymer (CFRP) wishbones, wheel rims and accumulator casings to name a 

few examples.  

Historically, increased composites usage can be directly tied to consumer 

accessibility to materials, equipment, and analysis software. This mirrors the 

transition undergone by Formula 1 (F1) as the technology has matured. Initial 

student applications of composites were limited to non-structural fiberglass 

bodywork and some aerodynamic surfaces, however today, materials such as 

Carbon Fibre, Kevlar and Nomex are readily available for purchase at 

increasingly lower costs. At present, teams commonly begin exploring 

composites with carbon fibre wet layups for aerodynamic surfaces, slowly 

progressing toward more complex lamination processes, before attempting 

implementation of a monocoque and other safety critical components. 

A combination of competing requirements for safety, performance and an 

often-limited budget can lead FS composite manufacturing to differ from 

traditional methods. Typically resulting in novel processes which reduce time 

or cost at the expense of some mechanical strength or an optimal surface 

finish.  

 Chassis Summary in Competition 

In the context of FS, the most common chassis types encountered are CFRP 

monocoques or steel spaceframe chassis. Aluminium monocoques have also 

been used within the competition; initial FS monocoques were typically made 

from aluminium though this did not become widespread. For example, Queens 

University developed their first aluminium monocoque in 1997 before returning 

to steel spaceframe designs [3]. However, with the prevalence and reduced 

cost of CFRP, such designs have become increasingly rare. Teams generally 

follow a core design concept when developing their chassis – either as a steel 

space frame or composite monocoque, with clear continuity between designs 

present each year, like professional motorsports. 
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The implementation of a monocoque is a costly and complex endeavour. To 

combat these challenges, some teams develop a hybrid monocoque where 

half of the chassis is composite, and the remainder a steel spaceframe. An 

example of such a monocoque can be seen below in Figure 3. As mentioned, 

the main benefit of a hybrid monocoque is cost. However, another notable 

advantage comes with reusability as changing the steel frame portion of the 

chassis constitutes a significant change, which required each year by the 

ruleset for any chassis type.  

 

Figure 3 - Chalmers FS hybrid monocoque [4] 

There has been an upward trend in the utilisation of composite monocoques 

at recent competitions.  For example, at Formula Student Germany (FSG) 

2019, 63% of teams entered with a monocoque of varying form [5], a value 

that has been steadily increasing over time. Figure 4 breaks down the chassis 

types seen. 

 

Figure 4 - Chassis Type Breakdown 2019 [5] 
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2 Background 

2.1 Historical USM Chassis Design 
While the USM prides itself on its development of lightweight vehicles, the 

team has never fielded a monocoque at competition. The team has however 

supported the theoretical design of them in the past. The USM20 chassis was 

planned to be the lightest yet, with the minimum possible number of chassis 

members.  

 

Figure 5 - USM01, the first car brought to competition by the team 

In the 2020/21 season a transition was made to an entirely new vehicle 

concept, utilising an EV powertrain. Consequently, due to the rules of the 

competition pertaining to minimum tube dimensions and protection of HV 

systems, minimal opportunities exist to further lighten the spaceframe concept, 

(Figure 6). As a result, the team has taken an interest in the development of a 

new chassis concept that considers the alternative materials available. 
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Figure 6 - USM Spaceframe comparison views. 

2.2 Formula Student Chassis Design Rules  
The FS rules dictate minimum specifications for a chassis to be rules compliant 

[6]. This ensures that all chassis will be designed to a certain level of safety 

from impact or damage. The rules dictate steel material specification and tube 

sizes for each area of the chassis as well as minimum number of tube 

members per section.  

Freedom to deviate from these rules is permitted provided they exceed the 

minimum requirements, commonly arising in the powertrain protection area 

and suspension mounting. Consideration of internal rules templates and 

component geometry in combination with suspension design drive the shape 

of the chassis. The chassis rules regarding monocoques are like those of steel 

space frame, only with some addendums for composites where relevant. 

Listed in Figure 7 are general terms used to describe an electric formula 

student chassis, ranging from a basic arrangement to the well-considered 

design of the USM21 Spaceframe. 
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Figure 7 - Chassis Member Definitions 

 Structural Equivalency Spreadsheet 

In compliance with FSG and other Formula Student competitions, a composite 

monocoque must prove structural equivalence to a baseline steel chassis as 

a validation of safety. The material data must be input into a spreadsheet 

calculator called the Structural Equivalency Spreadsheet (SES) [7]. While this 

technical documentation is a requirement of the competition, the SES can also 

be invaluable for understanding of material properties in relation to the rules 

and potential design improvement. This creates an ongoing optimisation 

problem to simultaneously comply with the SES while creating a final product 

which has desirable physical properties. 

Through breakdown of the chassis into its components and subsystems, the 

SES takes composite material data acquired from physical testing and 

calculates failure modes to ensure equivalence. To pass the SES, bending and 

shear tests must be carried out on samples of the proposed composite 

material. If they prove sufficiently equivalent, they are permitted for use in 

competitive events. 
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3 Literature Review 
The literature review for this project aimed to create a platform from which 

informed decisions could be made regarding the direction and purpose of the 

project. The research provides context on the project goals relative to the 

current state of research in this field. The majority of this review discusses 

CFCs and the processes involved in manufacture of panels, additionally 

investigating other essential topics. These include Formula Student Germany 

(FSG) rules [7], material comparisons, environmental impact and 

computational investigation.  

3.1 Composites  
Composites are a group of materials that have been developed for industry in 

the last century, recently seeing widespread deployment as confidence in their 

abilities has increased due to their benefits over traditional materials. Today 

there exists a wide range of engineering composites, with the most utilised 

being glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) and CFRP as displayed in Figure 

8. Generally, composites are seeing increasing use across a variety of 

industries, primarily automotive and construction. Global demand for CFRP is 

forecast to reach 121,015 tonnes in 2020, an 11% increase from 2019 [8].  FRP 

market share [9] 

 

Figure 8 - FRP market share [9] 

 Composite Theory 

Composites are a group of engineering materials with the key characteristic of 

consisting of at least two materials, referred to as the reinforcement and the 

matrix. Unlike in other hybrid materials, such as alloys, the components remain 

discrete in the composite material.  This results in the combination of both 

constituent materials advantageous properties, commonly the high tensile 

strength of the reinforcement and the isotropic properties of the matrix.  

The tensile strength of the composite originates from the fibre utilised. The 

strength expressed by the fibre is dependent on several factors. Firstly, the 

fibre diameter, as discovered by Griffith during experimentation of thin glass 

filaments, finding that as diameter decreased strength increased [10]. Griffith 
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deduced that this was due to the decrease in flaw size possible within the fibre, 

resulting in the Griffith relationship for fibre strength.  

𝜎 =
𝐾1𝑐

√π𝑐
 3.1  

Where: 

𝐾1𝑐 is the fracture toughness. 

c is the flaw size. 

Table 1 displays notable examples of fibre properties and corresponding bulk 

material properties. 

Table 1 - comparison of bulk and fibre properties, NB Young's modulus does not always change. 

Material Fibre Bulk 

 Youngs 
Modulus (GPa) 

Strength (MPa) Youngs 
Modulus (GPa) 

Strength (MPa) 

Glass 76 1700 76 100 

Carbon 290 3100 10 20 

Silicon 
Carbide 

406 3920 410 500 

 

Separately, the strength of a composite is related to the length of the fibres. 

Specifically, below a critical length, the composite will fail before reaching the 

fibre’s strength. Beyond this point, as average stress taken by fibres increases, 

increased fibre length results in an increase in reinforcement effectiveness. 

For the condition: 

𝐿 ≫ 15𝐿𝑐 

Fibres are considered continuous i.e., operating at their maximum efficiency. 

The resulting material will have some degree of anisotropy. This is due to the 

orientation of the fibres in relation to the load, as the fibres are strongest in 

their longitudinal direction under tension. Figure 9 displays tensile strength 

variation with angle of applied stress. 
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Figure 9 - an example of anisotropy in a UD composite, properties change with angle [11] 

Several methods exist to combat this anisotropy, and a common method is 

chopped fibre composites. Chopped fibre composites combat the issue by 

randomly orientating short length fibres throughout a matrix. The result is an 

isotropic material. However, the strength of such a material is relatively low 

[12]. Where high strength is required, unidirectional (UD) plies or biaxial/triaxial 

weaves are common. These cloths orientate long fibres in discrete directions 

to maximise strength. The plies are then orientated during manufacture to 

further control anisotropy as desired. For a given fibre volume, UD plies have 

been found to have a higher elastic modulus and tensile strength when 

compared to weaves. However, this results in components that are only suited 

to loading in specific directions, whereas woven components are more 

versatile in differing load scenarios at the cost of increased mass. 

Where a high stiffness value is required, a lightweight core can be 

implemented into the laminate during manufacture, resulting in a ‘sandwich’ 

panel. By increasing the distance between the skins, the 2nd moment of area 

is increased, for minimal weight gain. Figure 10 shows the relative increases 

of strength, weight, and stiffness between a skin and various core thicknesses.  

 

Figure 10 - comparison of sandwich panel thickness [13] 
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 Elastic Stiffness, Strengths and Failure Modes 

A composite’s elastic material properties are determined by the precursors’ 

material properties and the ratios in which they are combined.  Hull and Clyne 

[12] visualised this using the “slab model”, which considers the fibres and 

matrix as two distinct regions of separate homogenous materials; displayed in 

Figure 11. This allows the “rule of mixtures” to be applied, resulting in the 

combined composite materials properties. The process of finding such elastic 

properties is referred to as the volume fraction method. 

 

Figure 11 - The slab model as illustrated by Hull and Clyne [12] 

The volume fraction method, also described by Hull and Clyne [12], is the 

percentage of fibre volume in the total volume of the composite. As such the 

calculation for the fibre volume ratio is: 

𝑣𝑓 =
𝑉𝑓

𝑉𝑐
3.2 

Where: 

𝑣𝑓  is the fibre volume fraction. 

𝑉𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑐 are the volumes of fibre and composite, respectively.  

The same calculation can be performed to find the matrix ratio, 𝑣𝑚. In an ideal 

laminate, the sum of the fibre volume ratio, 𝑣𝑓 , and the matrix ratio, 𝑣𝑚 , is 1, 

and thus knowing only one of the ratios is required. However, in actuality, a 

third ratio is included to account for voids, 𝑣𝑣 . 

With these values, it is possible to calculate the elastic properties of the 

composite, using the properties its constituents. These calculations can be 

found in Appendix 1 – Volume fraction method equations.  

Determining the strength of a composite is more complicated when compared 

to isotropic homogenous materials due to the complex failure mechanisms 

involved. These distinct failure mechanisms include fibre breakages, localised 

fibre buckling, fibre pull-out, matrix cracking, delamination, or any combination 

of the prior failures. The mechanisms that dominate failure depend on the 

comparative material properties of the precursors, the loading conditions, and 
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the volume fraction of the composite. UD laminae provide the clearest 

explanation of these behaviour and thus will be used described the various 

failure criteria.  

3.1.2.1 Longitudinal Strength 

In the longitudinal direction, tensile failure, 𝜎1�̂�, mode is determined by the 

relationship between the strain limit of the fibre and matrix alongside the 

volume fraction. This behaviour can be described analytically by the following 

cases: 

1) 휀�̂� > 휀�̂�: Matrix fails first. 

Matrix failure occurs as the strain limit is met. As the matrix is now 

unable to take the load, this load is transferred to the fibre. In low fibre 

volume scenarios, the fibres are unable to take the load. Resulting in 

fibre failure at the strain limit of the matrix. In this case tensile strength 

can be calculated as: 

𝜎1�̂� = 𝜎𝑓
∗𝑣𝑓 + 𝜎𝑚(1 − 𝑣𝑓), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜎𝑓

∗ = 𝐸𝑓휀�̂� 3.3 

 

At higher fibre volumes the fibres successfully take the load, resulting 

in further cracking within the matrix, until eventual fibre failure at higher 

stress. Under this case, lamina failure strength can be calculated as:  
𝜎1�̂� = 𝑣𝑓𝜎𝑓 3.4 

At some volume fraction there is a crossover point when both cases are 

equated where 

𝜎𝑓
∗𝑣𝑓

1 + 𝜎𝑚(1 − 𝑣𝑓
1)  =  𝑣𝑓

1𝜎𝑓  3.5 

Typically, in commercially available fibre-matrix combinations, 𝑣𝑓
1 < 0.1 

Ultimately, for the case where 휀�̂� > 휀�̂�  it is more advantageous to have 

a larger volume fraction of fibres. 

 

2) 휀�̂� < 휀�̂�: Fibres fail first. 

Where the fibre is more brittle than the matrix failure occurs due to 

widespread fibre failures, degrading the composite. At low 𝑣𝑓 this results 

in load transfer to the matrix, which supports this load up until matrix 

fracture. The composite strength in this case can be calculated as 

𝜎1�̂� = 𝜎𝑚(1 − 𝑣𝑓) 3.6 

At high 𝑣𝑓 there is insufficient matrix to support the load, resulting in 

immediate fracture upon fibre failure. This failure point can be found 

using:  

𝜎1�̂� = 𝜎𝑓𝑣𝑓 + 𝜎𝑚
∗ (1 − 𝑣𝑓), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜎𝑚

∗ = 𝐸𝑚휀�̂�  3.7 

Similar to case 1, at low 𝑣𝑓 suboptimal tensile characteristics are 

observed, so typically larger 𝑣𝑓 are utilised.  

The compressive failure, 𝜎1�̂�, on the other hand is typically dominated by fibre 

buckling. This failure is even more complex still as it depends on both the 

matrix modulus and misalignment of fibres. The effect of misalignment was 

investigated by Nair et Al [14], who introduced misalignment, in the form of 

waviness, into UD plies before curing and subjecting the resulting composite 

to compressive loading. This study found that as the severity of the waviness 
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increased, the compressive strength of the lamina significantly reduced, with 

a 75% reduction noted for a severity of 0.075. A 2-D model of UD lamina under 

loading developed by Wei Sun [15] discovered potential explanation for this 

behaviour. In this study an initial fibre kink imperfection was considered, under 

compressive loading it was found that failure occurs due to plastic yielding of 

the matrix I the area surrounding the kink, referred to as the kink band. 

3.1.2.2 Transverse Strength 

Transverse Tensile strength is significantly lower than in the longitudinal 

direction, a result of complex interactions. For a well bonded lamina, such 

interactions are predominately driven by the matrix strength and the adhesion 

between the matrix and fibres [16]. These factors are coupled with the 

prominence of stress concentrations within the matrix, which are caused by 

the presence of the fibres and the transverse strength of the fibres themselves.  

In the case of compression, the transverse strength originates from similar 

characteristics to that of longitudinal compressive strength. However, it is hard 

to calculate with any reasonable degree of accuracy, therefore this property is 

typically found through physical testing. In a study conducted by T. Collings 

[17], the failure mode was observed as shear failure in the matrix, propagating 

along the fibre-resin interface. Similarly, Arteiro [18] found that failure in the 

compressive case was dominated by interface cracking and large plastic 

deformation of the matrix in localised bands, presumably around fibre defects. 

3.1.2.3 Shear Strength 

The shear strength of lamina is predominately determined by volume fraction 

and matrix strength. This is due to the failure being contained within the matrix, 

potentially travelling parallel to individual fibres without failure. As the fibre 

volume fraction increases the shear strength of the lamina decreases [12].  

3.1.2.4 Inter-laminar Shear Strength (ILSS) 

The inter-laminar Shear Strength (ILSS) is typically the lowest strength 

observed in multi-ply composites. ILSS is related to stress arising from ply 

interaction within a composite. Specifically, this occurs due to the difference in 

orientation between plies, which in turn results in different corresponding 

elastic stiffness characteristics. These differences give rise to shear stresses 

acting between the plies. Research into the failure of multiply lamina found that 

under axial loading conditions the ILSS dictates the type of failure that occurs. 

Firstly, in all cases, failure begins in the weakest ply (closest to normal to load). 

For composites with high ILSS, the cracks will then propagate through the 

matrix between plies, resulting in global cracking of the matrix, ultimately failing 

once the fibres can no longer take the load. For composites with low ILSS, 

cracking will not propagate into surrounding plies, instead causing debonding 

between plies resulting in degradation of the strength of the whole composite 

[19]. 

 Composite Modelling 

Composite modelling is a complex process due to the anisotropic properties of 

a lamina. This issue is further complicated when considering multiple stacked 

laminae, in which coupling behaviour can be observed such as when in-plane 

shearing loads also result in laminate twisting. 
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Historically, for multi-ply structures, composites were treated as quasi-isotropic 

materials, meaning fibres within the laminate are distributed equally in all 

directions. Hull and Clyne noted that this model can give rise to significant 

inaccuracies [12]. This is exemplified by a study conducted by Otterloo and 

Dayal [20], who found discrepancies of up to 30% in the elastic moduli and 

Poisson’s ratio between models and physical testing. Such errors are 

especially prevalent in complex geometries.  

In industry today, composite solvers, such as Ansys ACP, construct a model 

utilising shell element to create layers. As discussed by Kosloski [21], these 

layers are defined by an orientation, thickness, and orthotropic material data 

of the composite. These layers are then stacked and rigidly bonded to their 

adjacent plies, resulting in a model that further develops the quasi-isotropic 

assumption by consideration of the fraction of fibres in any given direction. Due 

to the simulations utilising a modified slab model, only elastic behaviour can 

be modelled, and failure is limited to intra-laminar criterions such as Tsai-hill, 

Tsai-wu and maximum stress. Despite this limitation the method produces 

results that are comparable with physical testing, for example Monash 

motorsport [22] found that, for thin laminate skins, their models produced 

results within 5% of physical data, rising to just over 10% for thicker skins. 

Further refinements to this model can be made by introducing cohesive 

elements. MIT [23] states that one purpose of a cohesive element is to simulate 

bonding between plies. This allows simulation of additional phenomena such 

as debonding; especially useful where interlaminar shear stresses are 

expected to be large, for example between two UD plies or two separate 

materials such as a laminate skin and a core. However, cohesive elements 

require accurate properties to model the behaviour of the bonds, which is 

typically found physically, as such this will be negated in this thesis. Similarly, 

Discrete Element Modelling (DEM) can be utilised to model further failure 

phenomena, particularly involving the fibre failures such as breakage, pull-out 

and buckling. However, this method is exceptionally computationally 

expensive and hence was not considered. 

 Historical Monocoques 

Forbes Aird [24] discussed the history of one of the precursors to monocoque 

design. Referred to as a stressed skin chassis, motorsport teams replaced 

space frame members with composite panels. This development became the 

leading chassis design in the highest levels of motorsport by the 1960’s. This 

chassis design brought far superior stiffness to weight ratios than traditional 

spaceframes. The main drawback of such designs was the difficult 

manufacture process. Further developments in motorsport occurred in 1981 

with the McLaren MP4/1 [25], which was the first full CFRP monocoque fielded 

in F1. In today’s F1 all competitors enter with CFRP chassis, which 

increasingly get lighter, stiffer, and stronger, which is gives a competitive 

advantage and increases driver safety.  

Within Formula student, many teams have released literature on the 

development of their own monocoques. Monash motorsport [22] developed a 

full CFRP monocoque in 2019 for both their electric and combustion vehicles, 
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during which they produced a comprehensive design process that both 

considers the competitions rules and the various manufacture methods 

available. Their investigations gained insights into the effect of ply count on the 

bending and perimeter strength of the resulting laminate, finding that in both 

cases the failure force increased with ply count however only the bending 

strength improved with ply count, whereas the shear strength decreased 

somewhat. Finally, their thesis compared physical and analytical results of the 

three-point bend test. The comparison of two models, one based in MATLAB 

and the other in Workbench found that for thin skin laminates both produced 

results comparable to physical testing, however at larger thicknesses the 

MATLAB script was found to produce inadequate results. 

Previous studies into the development of a monocoque for USM has been 

conducted by McBride [26] and Din [27], both studies consider the use of 

unidirectional fabrics. Din conducted preliminary research into the use of 

composite materials for a formula student vehicle, focusing on the effect of 

core thickness, ply orientation and number of plies on flexural rigidity during 

bending and torsional stiffness. This research is somewhat dated due to the 

substantial changes to the ruleset. However, Din found that a hybrid 

monocoque conforming to the 2013 ruleset had a torsional stiffness 5 times 

that of the spaceframe design, while remaining similar in terms of mass.  

McBride similarly investigated the development of a hybrid monocoque, 

developing an 8-ply design with a 25mm aluminium honeycomb core. This 

study also investigated the effects of local reinforcements and inserts to 

improve rigidity at load bearing regions. The result was the development of a 

chassis that was 32% lighter and 4.5 times stiffer than the previous year’s 

chassis. This thesis will develop these concepts further. 

3.2 Vehicle Dynamics 

 Vehicle dynamics and Vehicle Design 

When undertaking the design of a vehicle, the concept of a vehicle must be 

outlined by the designers. Key parameters such as track length, tyre choice, 

and engine selection are decided upon at the outset of the design, and then 

these assumptions are used to drive the rest of the vehicle. As the largest 

single structure in the car, the chassis must align with the overarching design 

parameters. 

 Tyre theory 

One of the first parameters selected in the vehicle design is the tyres. As a 

simplification, tyres generate force from a normal load pressing the tyre into 

the ground, and the frictional coefficient of the tread compound to the road 

surface. Tyre forces are derived from the deformation of the contact patch and 

the tyre, which varies with the orientation of the wheel to the ground (Figure 

12). Suspension linkages are designed to control the orientation of the tyre 

during vehicle operation to best present the tyre to the road and maximise grip.  
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Figure 12 - Orientations of the tire 

 Kinematics Basics 

3.2.3.1 Presenting the tyre to the road 

The geometry of the suspension linkages defines the handling of the car, as 

well as how the load from the tyre is split up at the chassis pickups, and the 

magnitude of those loads. Suspension linkages are designed to control the 

orientation of the tyre during vehicle operation to best present the tyre to the 

road and maximise grip. The geometry of the chassis must be designed in 

tandem with the suspension geometry in order for the car to perform well. 

3.2.3.2 Camber gain 

Camber is one of the most important factors to consider when designing a 

vehicle package. The camber of the wheel greatly affects the amount of grip, 

as it defines how much of the tyre contacts the road. Ideally, a stiff tyre should 

be cambered so that the contact patch is flat to the road, as shown in Figure 

13. 
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Figure 13 - Tyre Grip vs Camber. Adapted from F Puhn [28] 

Suspension with camber gain allows for the tyre to stay at a desirable camber 

angle as the car rolls by increasing the negative camber as the tyre raises. In 

most racing suspension systems, there is an offset between the upper and 

lower wishbones either on the chassis or wheel side of the suspension. 

3.2.3.3 Roll Centres 

Another key parameter considered during suspension and chassis design is 

roll centre heights (RCH). The roll centre (RC) of a car is defined by the upper 

and lower wishbones, and the centre of the tyre contact patch. The roll centre 

heights relative to the centre of gravity determine the rolling moment of the car, 

the distribution of which defines the balance of the car towards under or 

oversteer [29]. Figure 14 displays how the suspension geometry defines the 

roll centre position. 

 

Figure 14 - Rear view of a suspension system (Adapted from Milliken, Milliken) [29] 

 Impact on Chassis Geometry 

To incorporate good suspension design into a vehicle, the geometry of the 

chassis and the wheel assemblies must be designed with critical parameters 

in mind. In particular, camber gain and roll centre height control govern the 

shape of the chassis. With all unequal length wishbone suspensions, chassis 

offset is desired to control the length of the wishbones. Controlling roll centre 

heights and camber gain is a delicate balance of wishbone length, positioning, 

and inclination, which must be considered in the design of the chassis 

geometry. 
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 Chassis stiffness & impact on suspension 

When a chassis is loaded, deformation will occur. This can be problematic for 

kinematics when deformation occurs. For example, when a suspension 

attachment point deforms it will alter the behaviour of the suspension, resulting 

in potentially unexpected changes in vehicle handling. These deformations can 

occur in two ways. Firstly, they can occur locally, due to a lack of stiffness or 

rigidity at key points leading to bending or flexing. Secondly, deformations can 

occur globally when the car undergoes some change in loading, causing the 

whole chassis to twist. A notable case is cornering, resistance to this is referred 

to as torsional stiffness. Literature suggests that if a chassis is designed with 

best practices in mind, it is likely that a chassis with high torsional stiffness will 

also have high rigidity [30]. As a result, when a chassis is designed it is often 

evaluated and compared to others by using its torsional stiffness. 

When the suspension geometry is designed it is developed assuming the 
chassis to be infinitely stiff. While this makes the development much simpler, 
this assumption often produces inaccuracies. For example, previous literature 
[30] found that the chassis stiffness (or lack of) had significant impact on the 
vehicle dynamics of the car. Under steady state conditions the torsional 
stiffness impacts the sensitivity of roll stiffness tuning on the lateral load 
transfer distribution. This makes it harder to combat over/understeer by 
modifying the roll stiffness distribution. Under transient conditions, chassis 
stiffness significantly impacts the vehicles behaviour during yawing and 
sideslipping. It was found that a lower stiffness reduced a car’s stable operating 
window, making it more prone to over/understeer. As a result of this study, it 
was recommended that the chassis torsional stiffness by at least five times 
greater than the suspension’s total roll stiffness.    
 
The impact of torsional stiffness on the suspension’s roll stiffness can be 
expressed by a rule of thumb found by Deakin [31], which predicts the 
percentage of roll stiffness lost to the chassis for a given torsional stiffness. 
 

𝑥

20
=

𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
 3.8 

Where: 
𝑥 is the percentage loss. 
 

3.3 System Integration Considerations 

 Insert Considerations 

3.3.1.1 Design Variety 

Inserts vary depending on the application for which they are required. The 

primary use of an insert is as a means of transferring a load from a joint into 

the carbon fibre composite itself, mitigating stresses on the skin of the material 

[32]. The implementation of an insert is through a core put into the material in 

place of the composite. This procedure, known as potting, varies in the amount 

of material that is being replaced, as dictated by the required strength and 

application. Inserts can be separated into three categories: Through-thickness, 
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Fully potted and Partially potted [33], all having varying properties. Figure 15 

displays these insert types.  

 

Figure 15 - Through-Thickness, Fully potted and partially potted inserts. Adapted from [33] 

Included in Figure 15 is the relative static load capability of each of these 

designs. With lesser load bearing abilities, the lesser inserted material volume 

will result in lower mass, so use of an unnecessarily strong design for the 

application will add additional weight to the vehicle. For example, the greater 

compressive loads associated with the attachment of the suspension rig would 

require stronger and heavier inserts than those of the driver’s harness. This 

was evaluated when deciding on insert designs for the various bolted 

components.  

The rules stipulate that a minimum of 2mm thick steel backing plate must be 

present with any insert used for attachment of a primary component, therefore 

the majority of the inserts for this project are through-thickness. Additional 

methods exist for further strengthening of inserts, examples displayed in 

Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 - Insert strengthening options, Adapted from [33] 

Such strengthening methods are not commonly required and create additional 

complexity in the manufacturing process [34], so were deemed unnecessary  
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in design considerations for this project. However, such techniques may be 

considered if any proposed design has insufficient strength.  

3.3.1.2 Material Choice 

Inserts can be made of a wide variety of materials, these can include plastics, 

polymers, aluminium, steel etc. Table 3.2 displays example materials and their 

relevant properties. 

Table 3.2: Material Properties of example materials for insert manufacture. 

 

Aluminium 6061 and Mild Steel were the only examples considered for inserts 

due to their high strength. Both of these materials have wide availability, low 

cost and good machinability [35]. Aluminium 6061 was selected as the material 

of choice due to its notable shear strength, as this is likely to be the first failure 

mode of an insert [33]. Mild steel would most likely be sufficient for these 

applications, however for comparable price and compressive strength values 

the strength is desired. Additionally, the 6000 series aluminium has greater 

corrosion resistance than other alloys [36]. The use of any strong engineering 

plastic such as PC/ ABS would be lighter than any metal alloy, however there 

were concerns surrounding its performance in shear loading and was therefore 

disregarded. Smaller load applications such as harness anti-submarine belts 

perhaps suit such materials. 

Furthermore, the selection of an aluminium core in conjunction with aluminium 

inserts will keep all panels grounded, mitigating risk, and improving rule 

compliance surrounding the electrical components used in the vehicle. 

3.3.1.3 Manufacturing Choice 

The process of manufacturing inserts into the composite material comes with 

further variance. The insert can be implemented at an early stage before the 

carbon fibre is infused to create the sandwich panels, known as hot bonding 

[33]. This method, while creating strong bonds to the core of the laminate [32], 

does not allow for accurate positioning of inserts  

The alternative, cold bonding, involves potting the inserts after the sample is 

created [33]. Potting the inserts after panel manufacture allows for accurate 

positioning of the inserts, which would be difficult to achieve when attempting 

to position inserts through hot bonding. Consequently, the inserts for this 

project were decided to be implemented after the production of the composite 

panels. 

The complexity of composite panel manufacturing results in the assumption 

that the material core provides no extra strength, concluded from relevant SES 

 
Material 

Ultimate 
Tensile 

Strength 
(MPa) 

Compressive 
Strength 

(MPa) 

Shear 
Strength 

(MPa) 

Young's 
Modulus 

(GPa) 

Hardness 
(Vicker's) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Aluminium 
6061 

310 142 207 68.9 107 2700 

Mild Steel 475 150 80 200 143 7930 

PC/ ABS 65.5 86.1 Unknown 2.91 45 1200 

Wood 84.9 31.7 15.4 12.5 Unknown 791 
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calculations requiring only skin strength – discussed through evaluation of 

failure modes in Section 7.7.4. Inserts therefore become a means of 

transferring the load applied to the skins over a greater surface area, which 

nullifies any theory justifying potting [33]. Additionally, the structural adhesives 

used for potting compounds can behave unpredictably in a final design if not 

implemented correctly [34]. As a result, any consideration of potting was 

discarded, reinforced by the consideration that within literature, the potting 

compound is always the first element to fail [33]; simply displayed in Figure 17. 

  

Figure 17 - Relevant points in consideration of failure modes of inserts as a function of core thickness. 
Adapted from [33] 
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 Front bulkhead attachment methods 

The attachment of the front bulkhead to the monocoque body involved 

investigating various carbon fibre composite sandwich corner joints, also 

called L-joints. The attachment had to be secure, and simple to implement. A 

more secure front bulkhead could improve the stiffness and handling of the 

vehicle. Additionally, there were no failure criteria set for this joint in the rules. 

However, it is worth noting that there is very limited published literature on the 

failure behaviour of sandwich corner joints aside from the “cut and fold 

technique” [37]. Figure 18 shows a summary of the joining methods found in 

literature as reported by Heimbs [37]. It was noted that they resemble joints 

found in woodworking. 

 

  

Figure 18 - Joining Methods of Carbon Fibre Composite Panels [37]  

Initial research was conducted to analyse various front bulkhead attachment 

configurations including both those found in in FS teams and in literature. 

These initial findings were reported below and are ranked later in this work. 

Figure 19 shows an example of a mortise and tenon joint being used to affix 

the front bulkhead, from Kasjanics [38] from the Southampton racing team. 

The joint design was reported to be strong. However, this design could be 

simplified by reducing the number of joints to one on each side. This has the 

added benefits of reducing complexity and makes routing the part easier and 

cheaper.  
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Figure 19 - A Mortise and Tenon Joint Front Bulkhead. Adapted from Kasjanics et al [38]  

Metal fasteners such as brackets or inserts were also considered. As 

mentioned previously, inserts are required when transferring loads onto a 

composite panel. However, inserts are not strictly necessary for the front 

bulkhead to be rules compliant. They are complex to analyse, are harder to 

manufacture and add extra weight to the bulkhead. A secure joining 

mechanism could be met using other methods. For a complete design 

analysis, an example of a front bulkhead with inserts is shown in Figure 20. 

Aluminium bolt inserts were used in the front bulkhead in Hamilton [39].  

 

 

Figure 20 Front bulkhead design under construction with aluminium inserts [39] 

Figure 21 shows an example of how the IA and AIP assembly may be 

attached to the front bulkhead using bolts. 
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Figure 21 - Fastener Set Up for AI Plate [38] 
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4 Aims and Objectives 

4.1 Formal Problem Statement 
USM want to increase their competitiveness at FS competitions by creating a 

lighter, faster race car.  

The team has some access to sponsored composite material but does not 

have access to facilities that allow for complex manufacturing processes. The 

project must produce a new car every year according to rules, so timelines for 

design and production are extremely tight.  

The objectives for the project are as follows: 

• Analyse a variety of composite layups and develop an understanding 

of manufacturing methods to inform future production of composite 

components. 

• Design and validate SES sections outlined in FS rules [6]. 

• Design and validate a hybrid monocoque and carry out analysis and 

theoretical comparison regarding physical properties, manufacturing, 

overall complexity, and a life cycle analysis with respect to the USM21 

EV and welded chassis. 

• Generation of a comprehensive design methodology for a CFC 

monocoque. 

4.2 Monocoque Upgrade Justification 
The main benefit of a monocoque over traditional spaceframes is the potential 

to significantly reduce the mass of the system while retaining, if not increasing 

the stiffness. In the context of FS there is a significant relationship between 

lighter vehicles and better performance. Another benefit is the packaging 

flexibility which a monocoque can give, for example it is far simpler to place an 

insert for a suspension member, than it is to design a steel spaceframe within 

the rules for the same pickup point. 

A sensitivity analysis has been conducted within the team previously, which 

found that disregarding tyre grip, mass was the most sensitive parameter in 

determining lap times. Competitions translates lap times and efficiency to 

‘points’ with each event having a different weighting. Accounting for this, it was 

found that a baseline vehicle and driver weighing 249kg, saving 1kg of mass 

would result in a gain of 1.56 points across the competition. Figure 22 shows 

the trend of vehicle mass to points gained in dynamic events. 
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Figure 22 - Output of points sensitivity regarding mass 

With the change to an electric powertrain, additional protective structure 

around high voltage components necessitated the mass of the USM21 chassis 

members to increase substantially to around 40kg. This was a large departure 

from the 34kg of the USM20 combustion car and highlighted the need for mass 

reduction. 

In 2018, USM conducted a small survey of the teams at competitions and 

found that the average space frame was 36kg, the average aluminium full 

monocoque weight was 30kg, and the average carbon full monocoque (with 

roll hoops) was 24kg. 

Contextualising these findings in terms of points gained the following 

observations can be made, using the 40kg chassis as a baseline: 

• Producing a 30kg aluminium monocoque would result in a 

theoretical gain of 15.60 points across dynamic events. 

• Producing a 24kg CFRP monocoque would result in a gain of 24.96 

points.   

For context, the average overall points difference between competitors at FSG 

in 2019 was 14 points. 
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4.3 Design Philosophy for Project 
To inform low-level design decisions, the establishment of general, high-level, 

design targets for the entire vehicle was detailed. This was achieved through 

group discussion and analysis of performance metrics. The requirements 

outlined were:  

• Rules compliance 

• Ergonomics 

• Interfaces to suspension, roll hoops, front bulkhead 

• Accommodation of other components 

The following goals shaped the decisions of all component design:  

• Use of materials and processes accessible to the team 

• Reliability of design 

• Ease of manufacture 

• Lightweight 

• Minimisation of complexity 
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5 Manufacturing Processes and Selection 

5.1 Manufacturing Required for Chassis Construction 
The manufacturing of a monocoque can be broken down into two primary 

aspects - tooling production, and then component production. While each are 

distinct processes, they must be considered together. Traditionally, composite 

components are made from female moulds primarily for the superior surface 

finish that can be achieved. Typically, most of the time and cost investment is 

in producing the tooling, rather than the final part. This is particularly evident 

with large components – such as a monocoque chassis.  

Considering tooling, the starting point is in selecting the lamination process for 

the final component, to minimise costs and avoid technical complications in 

the manufacture of the moulds. This is mainly an issue for curing composites 

using an autoclave or and oven, where the elevated temperatures must be 

considered to avoid unwanted distortion and / or damage to tooling. 

Component design is also evaluated to determine any features such as draft 

angles and keying surfaces which will need to be incorporated. Practical 

aspects of manufacture must also be factored in, such as a suitable location 

for the manufacture of necessary components, and if the tools available are 

suitable for the scale of the project. In general, FS teams prioritise cost as a 

driving force in tooling design, often with significant amounts of student labour 

being used to enable more complex methods.  

Once a moulding method is selected, the various lamination methods are 

broadly similar processes for a monocoque chassis. The main differentiator is 

core selection and how it is bonded to the plies, rather than the chosen 

laminating method. It is feasible to manufacture a monocoque using any of 

common laminating methods, however pre-preg and vacuum infusion are the 

most prevalent.  

While not detailed initially, ‘clean-up’ and trimming are a vital step in producing 

a composite monocoque as almost all methods will require post processing to 

remove excess material and to affix components necessary for attaching the 

various vehicle systems. 

5.2 Monocoque Moulding methods 

 General Moulds 

Prior to composite manufacture, moulds must be considered. There are many 

variations and methods to achieve a suitable mould, so only the most common 

methods will be covered. The team has the most experience using flat mould 

surfaces and some work done using simple foam female moulds that were 

either hand shaped or machined in house by university technicians. In general, 

after the moulding type is determined, the specifics regarding material and 

process all come down to cost. 

When manufacturing a monocoque, the most desirable method is to produce 

female moulds using a tooling board either directly using a CNC or to 

manufacture composite tooling moulds from a male master. An example of a 

male master mould is seen in Figure 23. As can be surmised, CNC machining 

is not the most cost-effective method, as typically the scale of the mould and 
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the material being cut, consumes significant time, and thus increases costs. In 

general, after the mould design and shape are determined, the specifics 

regarding material and process all come down to cost. While a variety of 

methods will be evaluated, the team is limited in resources, and thus the focus 

will be on reducing the impact moulds will play.  

 

Figure 23 - CNC machined male master mould [40] 

 Alternative Moulds 

There are two alternative mould designs of note which will be considered, 

namely welded moulds and folded monocoques.  

Firstly, a welded mould consists of metal sheets (typically aluminium) that are 

welded into the desired shape, after which are cut to size according to a flat 

pattern. The key benefit of this technique is the ability to cheaply produce a 

complex mould, as bending and curvature can be introduced with relatively 

little effort. Another benefit of welded moulds is the potential for adaption to the 

shape if the mould is designed to be modular. This can be beneficial if the aim 

is to minimise costs year to year, allowing sections of the mould to be replaced, 

such as to iterate the chassis design and or modify the chassis to satisfy rules. 

This approach was used by the Monash Formula Student team, and an 

example of their moulding is shown below in Figure 24.  

 

Figure 24 - Monash 2019 welded mould [22] 
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The main drawback comes in the finishing of the mould, where weld seams 

need to be smoothed out, otherwise resulting in a poor finish that may also 

create stress concentrations in a finished part. Another problem is the 

dimensional accuracy and stability of the mould. While the sheet patterns can 

be precise if cut using computer-controlled methods, welding the mould 

requires jigs to ensure correct positioning, and then even still some heat 

distortion could occur resulting in misalignment in the monocoque. 

A second alternative would be to produce a ‘folded-monocoque’ which requires 

only a large enough flat surface to produce the part and the utilization of the 

‘cut and fold technique’. While technically a complete method of manufacture 

and not a moulding process, it is included here as an option because the 

panels can be made using a variety of layup methods. Using a large flat 

surface, a composite panel with a core material (either foam or honeycomb) is 

produced. Then following this, the cured composite panel is CNC cut to size 

prior to it being placed into jigs for folding and finishing into the final 

component. The CNC cutting also skims off one ‘skin’ of carbon at the location 

of folds to enable the panel to bend. The primary benefit is the accessibility of 

manufacture given all that will be produced in a mould would be a flat cored 

composite panel which can reasonably be achieved by most teams. The 

primary drawback is in the folding of the panel, which requires specific skin 

thicknesses to allow bending of the carbon to reasonably tight radii and jigs 

that can accurately produce the needed angles in the final part. In general, the 

thicker the skins, the larger the fold radii will be. The folds need reinforced to 

both secure them and allow the monocoque to take the load of use. An added 

safety net of the folded monocoque, is that the design of it being simple out of 

necessity for the manufacturing process can be easily ‘converted’ to another 

method of moulding.  

 

Figure 25 - Cut and fold example[22] 
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5.3 Laminating methods 

 Pre-preg  

The most common method of manufacture is to use pre-preg CFC in either an 

autoclave or an oven. Once moulds have been produced, the pre-preg CFC is 

cut into precise shapes and firmly pressed into place according to the ply 

design along with the core material. Finally, the ancillary materials needed to 

absorb excess resin and to hold the vacuum pressure are applied before the 

entire assembly is placed into an autoclave or oven to cure. 

The primary benefit of pre-preg is the ease of accurately orientating plies and 

core material in specific directions, as well as the superior resin ratio and 

surface finish when compared to other methods. Unfortunately, these benefits 

come at a significant cost as pre-preg fabric is one of the more expensive 

carbon fibres. Alongside this, the mould material must be suitable for elevated 

temperatures for the curing process, further increasing cost.  

 Vacuum Infusion 

This method uses a vacuum to infuse (or pull) resin through dry fabric. The 

general layup procedure of the various reinforcements is the same as prepreg, 

though the dry fabrics are tacked into place using temporary spray adhesive. 

Following the layup stack, a ‘flow media’ and infusion spiral are added to aid 

in distributing the resin. Finally, once the remainder of the vacuum bag 

materials are added, a low viscosity resin is drawn through the layup by the 

vacuum. Cored laminates can be produced in a single process by including 

them in the laminate stack, but they are typically restricted to foams, as the 

cells of honeycomb inhibit its use. Some specialty core materials can be used 

in the infusion process which soak up some resin and act as a ‘flow media’, 

though these are in general only suitable for thin laminates. Vacuum infusion 

for all intents and purposes uses the same moulds as prepreg, though it is not 

necessary to use heat resistant materials.  

Vacuum infusion is an intermediary between pre-preg and wet layup methods 

as the key benefits of each are somewhat merged. The main benefit of vacuum 

infusion is the ability to achieve a reasonably accurate resin to fibre ratio – 

much like pre-preg, as the fibres only retain what they can soak up. As well as 

this, the ability to lay up dry fabric allows greater precision in placing fibres in 

the correct orientation, as more time can be spent on accuracy of placement. 

In contrast to pre-preg, vacuum infusion is simple to set up because no more 

equipment is used than would be needed during a wet layup, thus offering 

greater accessibility. The primary downside of vacuum infusion lies in its 

inability to use honeycomb cores easily. As resin is drawn through the 

laminate, it will fill in the honeycomb cells, creating an excessively heavy part. 

To work around this, typically multiple skins are produced and then bonded 

with a structural adhesive to the core, however for anything other than flat 

panels, this requires multiple moulds for the various skins to account for 

difference in shape due to core thickness. An alternative to honeycomb is foam 

which can be directly used in the infusion process, though this can also cause 

problems with resin flow, so it is still preferable to create skins. While vacuum 

infusion does require a few more items than a basic wet layup, they are 

ancillary materials to aid resin flow, and do not significantly increase costs. 
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 Wet Layup 

The simplest and in general most cost effective method of manufacture is a 

wet layup. This involves manually laminating the carbon fibre fabric by 

pressing the resin onto the plies using either a roller or a spreader. As with all 

methods a variety of moulds can be used with this method, though wet layups 

are typically reserved for flat panels. The general process starts with the 

application of some resin to the mould surface, then carefully laying the fabric 

down on top. Following this, the resin is pressed through the fabric by hand, 

until the fibres have been ‘wetted out’. At this stage, core materials can be 

added, though issues like those encountered in vacuum infusion regarding use 

of honeycomb core are still present. Again, the final step is to seal the part and 

use vacuum pressure to consolidate the structure. 

A wet layup’s key benefit is the ease of access to the process. This also results 

in low costs both in resin and dry fabric, as there are minimal complexities in 

these materials compared to pre-preg or vacuum infusion. This leads to a quick 

turnaround time, allowing parts to be quickly made and evaluated in 

comparison to more equipment heavy processes. The main limitations of this 

method come down to accuracy and application. Firstly, it is difficult to keep 

the fibres from becoming misaligned or the weave becoming damaged due to 

the hands-on processing. As such, parts requiring high precision are very 

difficult to manufacture. Secondly, wet layups are not suited to manufacture 

parts with large vertical surfaces (even with draft). Core materials can be 

problematic with this process; however, it is perfectly possible to use both 

honeycomb and foam cores, albeit restricted to flat panels. Cored panels can 

be manufactured in two successive layups, where gravity is used to keep the 

resin from filling in cells. If more complex geometry is required with a core 

material, skins must be produced then bonded to the core. 

5.4 Monocoque Manufacturing Analysis 
As has been mentioned in other areas, the basis for the monocoque design in 

this work was compatibility with USM21 electric vehicle systems to enable 

direct implementation in the proceeding years of the design. Alongside this, 

the design must be readily manufacturable with the equipment and experience 

the team has at its disposal. Lastly, and most importantly, the design must be 

rules compliant, as it is hoped that the team could use the information in the 

report directly.  

In an ideal case, it would be hoped that the design would be a significant 

improvement over the steel frame chassis, in terms of stiffness and weight, 

though this is not considered a priority. It is likely that, the design will be an 

improvement, however it is not being explicitly targeted. 

Based on these aspects and the general design philosophy, the following goals 

are derived that guide the manufacturing process. 

• Compatible with USM21 systems 

• Simple to manufacture 

• Rules compliant  
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 Core-Type Selection 

Prior to selection of the tooling and the layup process, the core-type needs to 

be specified so that it can be accounted for in the manufacturing process. In 

general, literature shows that aluminium honeycomb of various thicknesses is 

the most used core, however other cores have been seen such as foam or 

Nomex honeycomb. Aluminium honeycomb has the best mechanical 

properties with Nomex and foam roughly equivalent, for approximately the 

same dimensions.  

Generally, monocoque core thickness is 20-30mm. This is relevant to selection 

as it greatly impacts mechanical properties and costs, with thinner materials 

performing worse mechanically. Considering only costs, Nomex in thicknesses 

useful for a composite monocoque are prohibitively expensive and thus cannot 

be easily obtained. Similarly, foam, while cheaper than Nomex, is 

approximately the same cost as comparably thick aluminium honeycomb, with 

worse mechanical properties. Aluminium honeycomb’s main failing is that it 

needs to be expanded, which can be difficult to accurately achieve without 

honeycomb expanding tables, though with enough time and care, it can be 

done by hand. Aluminium honeycomb is also the heaviest of the common 

cores. 

Based on these aspects, aluminium honeycomb core was the best option for 

the project due to its cost and performance. 

 Tooling and Mould Analysis 

To evaluate the various methods, a Pugh matrix was constructed, and 

charted in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 - Mould analysis radar plot 
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Each method was assessed based on their advantages and disadvantages 

previously outlined. The main aspects that were considered for determining 

the tooling to be used was down to cost and team experience. While an ideal 

monocoque would be produced using a suitably made female mould that 

would allow us to optimise the shape for less weight and aerodynamic benefit, 

it was simply too expensive. Similarly, the team has little experience using such 

large-scale moulds, and issues would be guaranteed to during manufacture 

which can further increase costs. The most suitable method was to use the 

‘Folded Monocoque’ technique as this meets most of our requirements. In 

future years, this may not be the ideal outcome as the team grows and thus, 

this decision should be re-evaluated each year.  

 Lamination Process Analysis 

As with the mould justification, a Pugh matrix was created to evaluate the 

layup process, charted in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27 - Layup analysis radar plot 

Again, cost and team experience considerations dominated the evaluation 

process. This resulted in the wet layup process being highlighted as best, 

which closely aligns with the main aspects considered. Second place was 

vacuum infusion which, based on the radar plot, can be considered as a well-

rounded process, performing well in most aspects while only excelling in 

equipment usage, which was also shared with wet layup. While the team does 

have the most experience using wet layup, it was decided that vacuum infusion 

was the overall better choice due to its significantly superior accuracy over wet 

layup. This accuracy concern was that the scale of the composite panels 

produced would create consistency problems, thus processes which have 

better accuracy are more favourable. When determining the values, the 

moulding method was also factored in. As such, if a different mould method 

were selected prior, this analysis would need to be redone to suit. However, 

this is a minor concern and would only impact the results if high temperatures 

are required. 
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6 Composite Simulations  
In this thesis, computational modelling was utilised in two ways. Firstly, 

modelling of the three-point bend test required to prove equivalency was 

conducted. This initial model was used to govern the selection of layup 

schematics and the core, both in terms of material and thickness. 

Secondly, a full chassis model was produced to evaluate the performance of 

the resulting design in terms of stiffness. Additionally, load cases were applied 

to ensure the system would withstand the expected operating conditions. 

6.1 SES Requirements 
Prior to starting simulations, the SES requirements must be understood such 

that the boundary conditions and loading were correctly applied. The tests 

outlined in the SES document are designed to validate a composite design 

equivalency to a baseline steel spaceframe chassis. The tests approximate 

potential scenarios that could impact driver safety with critical areas of the 

chassis given minimum requirements in terms of energy absorption and 

perimeter shear. For example, the side impact structure protecting the side of 

the cockpit must absorb a certain amount of energy in a 3-point bend test within 

12.7 mm of deflection. This approximates a potential blunt impact energy that 

would not impinge upon the space in which the driver resides. The perimeter 

shear tests are used to ensure protection against sharp impacts, defining a 

minimum force for a punch to penetrate the surface of the chassis. This 

measure is implemented for alternative material chassis to prevent the use of 

very wide panels with a high second mass moment of area but using thin skins 

with little protection against puncture. The full details of the tests are outlined 

below. 

 Three-Point Bending Test 

As a means of obtaining the Young’s modulus and Ultimate Tensile Strength 

(UTS) of a material, a bending test must be completed. The rules stipulate that 

a 275mm x 500mm panel must be used for this test, created through the same 

design process, laminate and fabrication methods as the monocoque panels. 

(T3.5.1, 29). Furthermore, this test must be repeated for all variations of panels 

to be used in the chassis. 

The sample is placed on two supports equidistant from the centre. A load is 

then applied through the centre and the corresponding deflection recorded. It 

is required for the sample to deflect 12.7mm without failure. Figure 28 displays 

an example of a 3-point bend test apparatus for testing a CFC panel. 
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Figure 28 - Three-Point bend test apparatus for a CFC panel [41]. 

Included in the SES are material properties for steel tubes, to be used for hand 

calculations as a means of comparison or validation. Once the results from a 

laminate are obtained, this comparison can be made through beam theory to 

estimate strength if the sample were steel [42]. 

 Perimeter Shear Test 

The Perimeter Shear Test is another physical test used to determine the skin 

shear strength of the sample, very similar to punching shear tests performed 

by civil engineers. The rules state it must be completed by measuring the 

required load to push a 25mm flat punch through a sample of the material. The 

sample has a minimum size of 100mm x 100mm and must be entirely 

supported, except for a 32mm diameter hole in the panel. (T3.5.9, T3.5.10, 

30). Figure 29 is an image of similar testing apparatus as is designed for this 

project.  

 

Figure 29 - Example of testing apparatus for perimeter shear testing [41]. 
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This test requires that the forces must be recorded for the punch to be pushed 

entirely through the sample. The peak required force values (to penetrate the 

skin layers of the sample) are then recorded in the given SES spreadsheet. It 

is specified in the SES that if the required force to break the skin layer is less 

than 4kN the sample is insufficiently strong.  

An estimation of this data was not obtainable outside of physical testing. The 

necessity of this information withstanding, the nearest estimate of the 

composite material to be created was used. This was compared within 

literature to similar material fabrications, and working values of perimeter data 

obtained, to be updated as soon as physical testing became possible. 

 Harness Pull-out Test 

To ensure driver safety a similar test to perimeter shear is performed on the 

harness inserts. This is done for attachment points representing shoulder, lap, 

and anti-submarine belts. 

This test uses a sample with a steel insert fused into it during the layup 

process. An identical attachment as used for the harness or suspension is then 

attached to the sample through said insert, and an Instron machine used to 

pull the attachment normal to the surface of the sample. This test yields a force 

value for resulting insert failure. This test not only ensures driver safety, 

providing valuable information about the properties of the material. An example 

setup of testing for a similar sandwich panel is displayed in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30 - Similar harness pull-out testing apparatus [22]. 

Similar to the perimeter shear test, this data was not possible to approximate. 

This information was not being required to compile material data; it could await 

physical testing for validation. 

6.2 Structural Performance Criteria 

 Youngs Modulus/ Flexural Rigidity  

The Youngs modulus of the test panels is key to the further design of the 

monocoque. This is calculated using the linear elastic region of the test results. 

This value will help determine the equivalency for the primary structures. This 

is done by first considering the geometry of the structure (typically simplified 

down into a flat panel) to calculate the second moment of area. This is then 

used alongside the Youngs modulus to find the flexural rigidity of the structure, 
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which is then compared to the baseline steel tubes to prove equivalency. As a 

result, larger young’s moduli are desirable. 

 Energy Absorbed 

The energy absorbed by the panel during testing is another measure of its 

equivalency to baseline steel tubes. In the SES this is a simple pass/ fail metric 

and therefore will not be designed past satisfaction of the rules. 

 Yield / Ultimate Tensile Strength 

The yield and UTS are found during physical testing by logging the force at 

which yield, and final failure occurs. These strengths are used to calculate the 

yield and failure force of the primary structure regions, which is then used to 

prove equivalency. Within the scope of this initial modelling only the UTS can 

be found with suitable use of failure criteria, this can be modelled with suitable 

certainty. As a result, this should be maximised during our simulations. 

 Shear Strength 

Similar to the yield strength / UTS, shear strength in relation to the SES is 

specifically used for inserts and attachments. These components must not fail 

under 30kN loads. Finding this value theoretically is outside the scope of the 

initial models. 

 Mass 

While the mass of the panel is not considered in the SES, it should be 

considered when selecting layups. This is due to the overall goal of the design 

to be as light as possible. As such investigations should aim to minimise mass 

while meeting the requirements of the SES. 

6.3 Simulation Plan 
Using the 3-point bending model, simulations were broken down into two 

phases. These being an investigation into the role of the core in relation to the 

panel characteristics and an investigation into an optimal skin layup schematic. 

The core investigation was conducted first, such that all following simulations 

regarding skins were using the same core. 

 Core 

The core is responsible for giving the sandwich panel its bending stiffness. 

From literature it is known that as core thickness increases so too does the 

stiffness. While the core is generally not considered in the SES calculations, 

its presence is still seen in the 2nd moment of area, due to the increased 

distance between skins.  Aside from the effect of thickness, the effect of the 

cell size within the honeycomb was also investigated. The same skin was 

applied during the investigations so that only the effect of the cores was seen. 

During these investigations only cores that were available to the team was 

considered and the criteria for selection is twofold: 

1. Must pass the SES criteria for flexural rigidity. 

2. Must be the lightest core. 

Due to the manufacture methods considered, the core was constant 

throughout the whole chassis, so it must pass the most stringent criteria which 

was for the Side Impact Structure (SIS). 
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 Ply investigations 

Following the core investigations, insights into the effect of the composite skins 

was made. These have been conducted in a manner that investigates several 

regions of interest. These areas of interest are noted below: 

6.3.2.1 Ply Count  

It is accepted that with an increase in ply count an increase in rigidity, strength 

and energy absorption will occur. It is unknown however, at what stage this will 

allow the layup to pass SES. As such investigations were required to answer 

this question, and to see to what extent increasing the ply count improves the 

properties of the panel.  

6.3.2.2 Schematic ordering 

Investigations into the angular ordering of the plies took place to determine 

whether this had any noticeable effect on the results. For example, should 45/-

45 plies be positioned on the external surface or closest to the core? 

6.3.2.3 Orientation bias 

The percentage of plies in each direction was limited by rules, they state that 

no more than 50% may be in one direction. Therefore, only the impact of 

including or omitting 45/-45-degree plies were considered. 

6.3.2.4 Asymmetry 

The manufacturability of a cut and fold structure decreases as the number of 

plies increases. More plies result in the need for larger bend radii – see 5.2.2 

One possibility to mitigate such issues would be to implement asymmetric 

skins so that the inside skin consists of more plies than the outside (the one 

left intact during bending) skin.  

6.4 Material and Assumptions 
USM has been sponsored various carbon fibre fabrics which are suitable for 

use in a monocoque chassis. The fabric intended for use is a 2x2 Twill 

280ogsm carbon fibre which was intended to be used in combination with 

SR1280/SD4773 epoxy resin. The material data for the specific fibre and 

matrix combination was not available to the team and no physical testing could 

be conducted. As such a reasonable approximation was made using similar 

materials. 

While in reality the monocoque would likely to be manufactured from woven 

fabrics, modelling these requires extra material data to account for the trellis 

effect and fibre stretching, which are described in Figure 31. As such the 

woven fabric was simplified down into two plies of UD material.  

 

Figure 31 - Challenges when considering woven fabrics [43] 
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The elastic stiffness properties of the composite panel were calculated using 

the rule of mixtures, using Toray T700 as the fibre and SR1280/SD4773 epoxy 

resin system as the matrix. This was calculated at a volume fraction of 55:45 

(fibre:matrix) as this ratio is well above the critical volume fraction of 0.1 and is 

what the team typically manufactures with. 

The failure strength was more complicated to calculate and is usually found 

analytically. Toray supplies failure strengths for a representative 200gsm 

unidirectional (UD) ply, given that this was of similar volume fraction to the 

composites manufactured by USM, these specific values were used, despite 

the difference in areal weight. This was deemed acceptable as past literature 

suggested that, so long as the constituent properties (Volume fraction, 

fibre/matrix characteristics) are similar, the composite properties would be 

similar per unit thickness, and thickness is directly linked to areal weight. The 

failure strains were taken to be that of the fibre as it was assume that this would 

fail first.  

Table 3 - Fibre material data 

Elastic Stiffness 

Youngs Modulus Poisson’s Ratio Shear Modulus 

Ex 115 Gpa νxy 0.28 Gxy 6 GPa 

Ey 6.43 Gpa νyz 0.34 Gyz 6 GPa 

Ez 6.43 Gpa νxz 0.28 Gxz 6 GPa 

Elastic Strength 

Tensile Strength Compressive Strength Shear Strength 

σx 1500 MPa σx -700 MPa τxy 60 MPa 

σy 30 MPa σy -100 MPa τyz 30 MPa 

σz 30 MPa σz -100 MPa τxz 60 MPa 

Strain Limits 

Tensile Limits Compressive Limits Shear Limits 

εx 1% εx 1% εxy 1% 

εy 1% εy 1% εyz 1% 

εz 1% εz 1% εxz 1% 

 

Separately the honeycomb material data was collated. This data was more 

readily available for a range of cores with different geometric parameters. From 

the cores available it was decided that a selection of COREX honeycombs 

would be considered in the models as they gave the most complete data. Table 

4 details the selection and their key material properties, these properties are 

independent of core thickness. 

Table 4 - Honeycomb material data 

1/4-inch cell size 

Youngs Modulus Poisson’s Ratio Shear Modulus 

Ex 10MPa νxy 0.3 Gxy 1.72MPa 

Ey 10MPa νyz 0.001 Gyz 241. 32MPa 

Ez 1000MPa νxz 0.001 Gxz 448.16MPa 
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3/8-inch cell size 

Youngs Modulus Poisson’s Ratio Shear Modulus 

Ex 10MPa νxy 0.3 Gxy 1.27MPa 

Ey 10MPa νyz 0.001 Gyz 179.26MPa 

Ez 1000MPa νxz 0.001 Gxz 379.21MPa 

3/4-inch cell size 

Youngs Modulus Poisson’s Ratio Shear Modulus 

Ex 10MPa νxy 0.3 Gxy 0.53MPa 

Ey 10MPa νyz 0.001 Gyz 68.95MPa 

Ez 1000MPa νxz 0.001 Gxz 151.68MPa 

 

6.5 3 Point Bend Test – Geometry 
The model was set up drawing on past literature. The model developed was 

an axisymmetric representation of the physical 275x500mm panel used for 

testing in compliance with the SES document. The panel was split lengthwise 

to reduce the computational cost of the simulation and reduce run time. This 

resulted in a 137.5x500mm panel. A mesh was then produced using these 

dimensions, a quadrilateral face mesh was applied to ensure a uniform, 

structured mesh. The panel was given a dummy thickness equal to that of the 

panel investigated (this was overwritten by ACP in later stages). Bias factors 

were applied on edges so that smaller elements were located along the 

symmetric axis. The resulting 2D mesh can be seen in.  

Following recommendations from the LEAP Institute [44] the applicator and 

supports were also modelled. These were constructed by generating their 

surfaces in CAD and importing the resulting geometry as a step file. These 

were then given a thickness of 5mm and bias factors were applied too. Figure 

32 displays the model.  

 

Figure 32 - Ansys ACP model 

6.6 3 Point Bend Test – Pre-processing. 
The panel geometry was imported into ACP (pre) where the ply layup was 

defined. During this stage, the fabric was defined as a stack-up of two UD plies 

orientated at 0 and 90 degrees respectively. The skin itself was defined as a 

sub laminate. Figure 33 illustrates this. 
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Figure 33 - layup schematic and polar properties of the biaxial representation (L) and a Skin (R) 

Finally, the stack-up direction was defined with respect to the geometry, A 

rosette defined the 0 and 90 degree directions while an Orientation Selection 

set was used to define the through thickness direction, following this the sub 

laminates and the core were ordered to produce the final geometry. 

6.7 3 Point Bend Test – Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions were set as follows. Firstly, the contact regions were 

set to be frictionless. The small-scale assumption was turned off as it was 

expected that the panel may move significantly during deformation. The pinball 

regions were expanded to a radius of 150mm, this increased computational 

cost but ensured the connection between bodies was not lost. Secondly, the 

supports were fixed across their whole surface, the applicator was set to a 

displacement boundary condition, and the symmetric edge of the laminate 

specified as a frictionless support. These can be seen in Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34 - Ansys ACP boundary conditions 

6.8 3 Point Bend Test - Post-processing  
To compare various laminates, criteria had to be imposed to determine when 

a panel fails. ACP allows for several failure modes to be investigated. 

Examples of such failure modes include max stress, Tsai-Hill and Tsai-Wu 

criteria, which can be applied to results in ACP Post for a visual representation. 

For the purposes of this simulation, a panel was considered to have failed once 

the Tsai-Hill or Tsai-Wu criteria was equal to or greater than 1 across the width 

of the panel. This moment was found by navigating to the correct timestep. 

Once this limit was met it was possible to find the reaction force at the 

corresponding timestep, which can then be taken as the ultimate failure load 

of the panel. The displacement at any timestep can be found, alongside its 

matching force. This was then used to calculate the flexural rigidity of the 
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panel. The flexural rigidity was then used to compare panels and to determine 

the whether the panel would be suitable for use in the SIS and other areas.  

 

Figure 35 - Ansys ACP stress contours 

6.9 3 Point Bend Test - Validation 
The simulation required initial validation to prove that the simulation would 

produce meaningful results, allowing material selection to occur. The first step 

of this validation was to use an aluminium block with isotropic material 

properties as a stand in for the composite. This could then be compared to 

hand calculations for a beam in bending, the free body diagram of this is shown 

in Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36 - 3-point bend FBD 

The force required for a given deformation was calculated in the range of 0 to 

1 mm. This was then modelled using the setup previously defined in ANSYS 

using a ramped displacement. The reaction force of both the hand calculations 

and the model were compared in Figure 37 and it can be seen the model 

replicates the hand calculation within a reasonable error margin. Table 5 

illustrates this error further.   
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Figure 37 - 3-point bend, FEA comparison with hand calculation 

Table 5 - Disparity between calculated and simulated reaction force 

Calculated Force Simulated Value % Error  

24.7KN 25.05KN 1.4% 

 

6.10 3 Point Bend Test – Results 

 Orientation Bias 

Investigations into the orientation Bias found that models with a higher 

proportion of fibres in the longitudinal direction of the panel preformed best, 

with those fully biased to [45/-45] performing worst. These results, as seen in 

Figure 38, governed the decision to select a layup schematic that contained 

[45/-45] plies due to the fact that the chassis can be loaded in many ways. 

Despite the fact that the [0/90] performs well in this case, in another load case 

it could perform as poorly as the purely [45/-45] stack up. 
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Figure 38 - Failure force against orientation bias 

 Stacking Sequence 

As shown in Figure 39, stack up sequence was found to have minimal impact 

on the overall performance of the sandwich panel in this load case, especially 

in panels that were thicker.  

 

Figure 39 - Failure force against stacking sequence 

 Ply Count 

As ply count increased the flexural rigidity and failure force increased, figures 

40 and 41 show this, respectively. This is in line with Monash’s previous work 

[22]. As a result, it was possible to select different layups for different regions, 

based on the flexural rigidity requirements. 
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Figure 40 - Flexural Rigidity against ply count 

 

Figure 41 - Failure Force against ply count 

 Perimeter shear 

While a perimeter shear model was out of scope due to simulation complexity, 

using data found in the literature review [22] it was possible to create an 

empirical relationship between perimeter shear strength and thickness, this 

data was reframed to our ply thickness for ease of reading. The general trend 

is that while the failure force increased, the shear strength decreased, this can 

be observed in figure 42.  
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Figure 42 - Shear strength vs ply count, corrected for the material available 

Using this data, it was possible to estimate the minimum number of plies 

required for a given load through equation 6.1.  

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 =
𝐹

𝐷𝜋𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑝𝑙𝑦
 6.1  

Where: 

F = Penetrating force 

D= Diameter of penetrator 

𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 = Shear strength of composite 

𝑡𝑝𝑙𝑦 = Thickness of individual ply 

As the SIS and support structures required a much lower failure force, it was 

assumed the skins would be relatively thin. As a result, a shear strength of 75 

MPa was taken (which is valid up to 7 plies). For the front bulkhead, a shear 

strength of 65 MPa was taken as it was assumed it would be much thicker 

(valid up to 30 ply). Table 6 notes the resultant number of plies needed. 

Table 6: Locations and Ply Counts 

Shear Strength Supports 
(4000N) 

SIS (7500 N) Front bulkhead 
(45000N) 

75 MPa 3 4 n/a 

65 MPa n/a n/a 28 

 

 Asymmetric skins 

The results of asymmetric skin simulations did not pass the SES for critical 

areas of the SIS and bracing support structure and for design progression, 

further experimentation was dropped. Despite these failings, an asymmetric 

skin has potential to be used as an anti-intrusion plate on the front bulkhead, 

where the outer skin could be increased in thickness to prevent penetration. 
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 Core Thickness 

Referring to Figure 43, analysing core thickness, it was clear that as cell size 

decreased, rigidity increased and similarly as thickness increased, rigidity also 

increased. This was logically attributed to increasing material volume and 

increasing 2nd moment of area. Using the SIS required rigidity as a cut-off, only 

two of the available cores passed. As ¼ inch cell size is more readily available, 

it has been selected.  

 

Figure 43 - Core investigation, EI vs Thickness for three cell sizes 

6.11 Composite Panel Specification 
Using the theoretical data available, decisions into the layups for various 

regions were made. Firstly, to maximise simplicity and accounting for a ‘cut 

and fold’ manufacturing process, the entire monocoque was to implement the 

¼ inch, 25mm thickness honeycomb. The SIS section would have a base layup 

of 4/core/4 and the front section made up of 3/core/3. The front hoop support 

would be reinforced with 2 plies on either side, becoming 5/core/5. Similarly, 

regions surrounding the roll hoop attachment points was to be further 

reinforced. This will be discussed in later sections. The schematics for each 

skin are noted below. 

Table 7 - Ply stacking sequence. 

Skin Schematic Total Laminate 
Thickness (mm) 

3 – Front 
bulkhead support 

[0/90,45/-45,0/90]s 26.95 

4 – SIS region [0/90,45/-45, 45/-45,0/90]s 27.6 

5 – Roll hoop 
bracing 

[0/90,45/-45,0/90, 45/-
45,0/90]s 

28.25 

6 – Front 
Bulkhead 

[(0/90,45/-45,0/90),(0/90,45/-
45,0/90, 45/-45,0/90)5] Core 

[0/90,45/-45,0/90] 

35.1 
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7 Development Design  
Based on the team’s background and literature review, the general design was 

selected to be a hybrid monocoque. This was selected due to the cost benefits 

of a smaller (composite) design and targeting simple systems compatibility 

with the USM21 electric vehicle. Figure 44 details the proposed hybrid section 

which will be lifted directly from USM21. All design elements were developed 

with the hybrid section in mind.  

 

Figure 44 - Proposed hybrid section of the monocoque 

7.1 General Chassis Design Requirements 
As compatibility with USM21 was a priority, critical sizes must match the 

previous, conveniently streamlining design. For the general chassis shape, this  

constrained the position of the main roll hoop, position of the front bulkhead 

and locations of the wheels. Tangentially, this also determined the drivers 

seating position, though the precise shape could be tweaked and modified. 

When considering ergonomics, safety was critical in the positioning of the 

driver, as well as the definition of main structures such as the roll hoops. In 

order to protect the drivers, a line between the front and rear roll hoops must 

go over the heads of all drivers by at least 50mm. This serves to protect the 

driver in case of a rollover event. This rule helps to constrain the heights of the 

roll hoops and the shape of the front of the chassis. 

 

Figure 45 - Rollover helmet clearance - adapted from Formula Student Germany rules [7] 
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Following this, subsequent sizes not derived from USM21 were determined 

based on rules requirements which specify the cockpit opening and the internal 

size of the chassis. These rules were checked through templates which 

passed through the chassis at a technical inspection in the various 

competitions. Firstly, the cockpit opening template ‘must pass until it is 320 

mm above the lowest inside chassis point between the front and main’ (rule T 

4.1.2). Similarly, the internal cockpit template must ‘pass from the cockpit 

opening to a point 100mm rearwards of the face of the rearmost pedal in an 

inoperative position’ (rule T4.2.1) These templates directly influence the overall 

packaging, as the monocoque will in-effect be ‘shrink-wrapped’ to this 

template, detailing the absolute minimum size possible. 

 

Figure 46 - Cockpit opening template (left) and cockpit internal cross section template (right) - from 
Formula Student Germany rules [7] 

A major element to consider in the design is the manufacturing process as it 

poses limitations on shape complexity, forcing faceting in all areas. The folded 

composite panel method is only possible when all faces are flat, and each 

segment can be produced from an unfolded net of the 3D shape. As a result, 

it is not possible to have any curvature in the design. While it is possible to 

develop a complex shape for the monocoque which could be produced using 

the folded method, it would increase the number of folds considerably. Thus, 

to reduce risk in manufacturing, any unnecessary folds were eliminated. This 

resulted in a more basic shape being implemented in the front of the chassis, 

as shown in Figure 47. This does increase overall size, as it would be feasible 

to make the monocoque smaller, however it is hoped that future years can 

continue this design and increase complexity once confidence in the 

manufacturing process is gained.  
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Figure 47 - The complex monocoque footwell cross section, and the selected geometry 

To design the shape with the rule templates in mind, the thickness of the 

laminate must be accounted for, as a 25mm core thickness has been selected, 

this has been used. Actual laminate thickness will be slightly greater than core, 

to account for skins, this is considered by adding some tolerance on tight 

templates. 

The shape of the chassis and its effect on the potential suspension geometry 

was carefully considered as concepts were developed. The constraints of the 

manufacturing process that was selected, and the resultant simplicity of the 

monocoque structure provided limitations on the potential suspension 

configurations, so the design of chassis concepts and the development of 

suspension packages was done in tandem. 

While not designed specifically for, the current aerodynamic package featured 

on USM21 was to some degree accounted for such that it could be used on 

the monocoque with few issues. However, this was not a priority, as seeking 

aerodynamic improvement could drastically increase complexity of the design.  

7.2 Monocoque Shape Development 

 Design Iteration 1 

The initial designs aim was to flesh out the basic shape, developing the CAD 

such that sizes can be easily modified. This was broken down into sketches at 

each of the key junctions – the front bulkhead, front roll hoop and main roll 

hoop. From these sketches, simple lofts were produced. At this point, the 

suspension was taken from USM21, and adjusted to fit onto the flat sides of 

the car. The primary shape was captured in this design, considering the aim to 

minimise complexity and ability for manufacture using the folded composite 

panel method. A secondary, yet also important, aim of the initial design was to 

get a rough surface area estimate so that the flattened core area could be 

predicted. (Figure 48) 
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Figure 48 - Design iteration 1 

While the first iteration captured the main sizes of USM21 components, it did 

not consider some rules such as side impact structure minimum height 

correctly and did not adequately account for the front suspension points. As 

well as this, it was wasteful of area, giving excess space to cockpit opening 

and internal templates, resulting in increased material usage and hence mass.  

 Design Iteration 2 

Targeting to improve the overall size of the monocoque, the second iteration 

focused on shrinking the design, bringing the surfaces closer to the rules’ 

templates. To adequately do this, the generic human form, PERCY, was 

placed into the CAD model as a sketch, to confirm that any changes would be 

suitable. Rule compliance issues spotted in the first iteration were resolved, 

notably by the adjustment of the SIS height. Design iteration 2 can be seen in 

Figure 49. 

 

Figure 49 - Design iteration 2 

The second iteration still did not consider suspension pickup points properly, 

both because of the monocoque being too wide and the under surface of the 

‘nose’ section was elevated too much. Another problem was the lack of 

consideration for the firewall and how the driver would be seated, this was 

highlighted with the inclusion of PERCY. 
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 Design Iteration 3 

Following the issues highlighted in the previous iteration, the 3rd revision 

included an angled firewall into the design and revised some shape 

characteristics so that the USM21 suspension design was compatible. The 

inclusion of the angled firewall to the monocoque necessitated a change in the 

roll hoop design, which would be required to bend along with the firewall. This 

does depart in design from USM21, though it does not drastically change the 

core frame geometry. The SIS was updated again, as it was determined that 

the height increased too much, due to misinterpretation of the rules.  

With this iteration exact manufacturing processes were being included into the 

design, such as how the panels would be precisely folded and where splits/rips 

in the surface would be. This is seen in Figure 50 with the line in the upper 

surface of the nose section, indicating where the split would be.  

 

Figure 50 - Design iteration 3 

 Design Iteration 4 

The final iteration’s primary changes lie in a shift to underslung suspension, 

raising the front, as well as an overall revision of all sizes to squeeze the shape 

down further. This resulted in a smaller front bulkhead size, though a larger 

front roll hoop. While seemingly detrimental, this increase in size was required 

so that the roll over envelope was correctly met. Further work revealed that 

due to rules for EV, the firewall would need to be a separate laminate structure. 

As a result, the inclusion of it in the folded panel was removed which allowed 

a reversion to a straight main roll hoop. See the design below in Figure 51. 

 

Figure 51 - Design iteration 4 
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This did require an increase in the length of the SIS, leading to ‘wings’ 

extending beyond the lower cockpit floor. In general, these changes reduced 

the overall surface area required for folding, which enables easier 

manufacturing. This iteration also included the implementation of mounting 

holes required for inserts for the various components to be bolted on – such 

as the rear frame, roll hoops and harnesses. As well as this, cut outs for the 

accumulator ducting and suspension pickup points were included.  

7.3 System integration: Suspension  

 Development with Chassis Geometry 

As the monocoque concepts were developed, the shapes were influenced by 

two major suspension concepts, a flat sided concept, and an underslung 

configuration. 

Both concepts aimed to work around the constraints set by the simplified 

geometry at the front of the monocoque, which resulted in a flat side, with no 

chassis offset. This shape limitation and the requirements of the rules were 

used as the boundaries within which to achieve a balanced suspension 

regarding camber gain and roll centres. 

 Suspension Rules 

The FS rules are notably relaxed regarding suspension solutions, only 

requiring 50mm of travel (25mm up and 25mm down), and to be attached with 

sufficiently strong bolts and retaining hardware. 

 Goals Ranking 

The primary goals for the suspension integration were ranked as follows: 

1. Providing adequate suspension geometry 

2. Minimising chassis complexity 

3. Minimise vehicle mass 

Critically, designing around the monocoque must not compromise effective 

suspension design. While the geometry takes precedence, the simplicity of the 

chassis must be preserved to maximise the potential of the cut-and-fold 

method of monocoque manufacture. Concepts with a mass benefit were 

obviously welcomed, but a priority was given to geometry of the suspension 

and the chassis. 

 Concept 1: “Flat side attachment” 

The first concept considered was a system that mounted to the sides of the 

chassis on a monocoque with a low front section. To compensate for the lack 

of any chassis offset, the wishbone angle was extreme. This provides 

adequate camber gain and roll centre height, which can be adjusted with the 

lower wishbone. 
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Figure 52 - Flat side suspension 

 Concept 2: “Underslung attachment” 

The second concept aimed to solve the problem of no chassis offset posed by 

the simple cross section of the monocoque. By mounting the lower wishbones 

underneath a raised front section, the lower wishbones were able to be placed 

significantly inboard, creating an offset between the upper and lower 

wishbones. This setup also provides good camber gain, as well as a well-

positioned roll centre. 

 

Figure 53 - Underslung suspension 

 Concept Comparison 

Concept 1 was used for the chassis design iterations: 1, 2, and 3, resulting in 

the low nose. Concept 1 provides the desired camber gain parameters, but the 

geometry that was created by the upper and lower wishbones creates a system 

that incurs large migrations in the roll centre as the car moves. The change in 

roll centre position between the front and rear axle can cause changes in 

vehicle balance, which can be detrimental to handling. 

The final chassis iteration moved the front of the monocoque higher up, to 

account for the necessary space under the car for the underslung suspension 

and the actuation of the wishbones. Concept 2 relied on the offset between the 

upper and lower wishbone mounts to define the camber gain and the resulting 

roll centre position is much less sensitive to vehicle motion. The offset effect is 

limited by the bottom corners of the chassis, which may interfere with the 

motion of the wishbones if the mount position is moved too far inboard. 

These concepts majorly impact the overall shape of the monocoque, with one 

solution creating a low nose, and the other creating a high nose. Due to the 

rollover protection envelope, the height of the front roll hoop is relatively 
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constrained. When considering the goals of the chassis design, to minimise 

mass, the cross section of the footwell should be made as close to the 

minimum cockpit cross section as possible to monocoque surface area, and 

therefore mass. A high nosed vehicle does not require as much extra space in 

the footwell to reach the required height of the front roll hoop. Considering the 

heavier structure required at the top of the monocoque for the front roll hoop 

bracing, a high nose also reduces mass (Figure 54). 

 

Figure 54 - High nose vs low nose 

 Final Concept Design: Underslung suspension 

Considering the above comparisons, the concept 2 was selected as the design 

to be carried forwards for final design (Figure 55). The geometry of the linkages 

was created by extending the axes of the USM21 suspension. In this way, the 

kinematics of the suspension for the monocoque could remain relatively 

unchanged, simplifying the scope of the design. Mounts for the chassis 

connections were modelled to provide datums for insert locations. 
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Figure 55 - The final design of the suspension for the monocoque 

 Vehicle Loads 

All the forces that propel the car are generated at the tyres, and then fed into 

the body of the car through the suspension linkages. At the attachment points 

to the chassis, the monocoque must be reinforced to take the large forces with 

the help of inserts. Several load conditions are identified in Figure 56, and the 

tyre loads produced in each situation will define the forces to be reacted at the 

monocoque.  

 

Figure 56 - Typical driving load scenarios [45] 

When considering the loads in front suspension, the primary scenarios to be 

considered were braking, cornering, and bump. To define a wheel load, and 
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from there the loads from the linkages into the chassis, the impact of the forces 

and moments encountered during each scenario must be considered. During 

cornering and braking, the force generated at the tyres at a distance from the 

centre of mass creates a moment referred to as weight transfer. Weight 

transfer is the increase in normal load on a tyre due to acceleration. 

𝑊𝑡 =  
𝜇ℎ

𝑙𝑏  (𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑡)
𝑊 7.1 

 

7.3.1.1 Defining the worst case 

To give a certain safety factor to the suspension system, a combined loading 

of 1.5G braking and 1.7G cornering is considered as the worst-case scenario. 

Adding a factor of 3 to mimic a bump event occurring at the same time. 

The following vehicle was considered: 

• Mass = 280 kg 

• Weight distribution = 45:55 Front:Rear 

• COG height = 0.28 m 

• Wheelbase = 1.535 m 

• Track Width = 1.2 m 

• Lateral coefficient of friction = 1.7 

• Longitudinal coefficient of friction = 1.5 

 

7.3.1.2 Braking scenario 

First the static normal load on the front axle was calculated, and then the 

calculated load transfer incurred during maximum braking was added. 

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 𝑚𝑔 ∗ 0.45 = 1236.06 𝑁 7.2 

𝑊𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  
𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔ℎ

𝑏
𝑊 = 751.567 𝑁 7.3 

𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 =  𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 +  𝑊𝑡 = 1987.627 𝑁 7.4 
 

7.3.1.3 Cornering Scenario 

The maximum cornering acceleration creates another weight transfer, using 

the calculated front axle load. This is added to half of the front axle load to find 

the normal load on the outside corner. 

𝑊𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  
𝜇𝑙𝑎𝑡ℎ

𝑙
𝑊 = 788.425 𝑁 7.5 

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 =  
𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

2
+  𝑊𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 1782.239 𝑁 7.6 

 

7.3.1.4 Bump factor 

The addition of bump to the worst-case scenario can be modelled as extra 

normal load added to the corner being studied. A factor of 3 was added to the 

normal load. 
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𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 =  5346.717 𝑁 

 

7.3.1.5 Final Wheel Load 

Multiplying the normal load by the tyre grip coefficients gives the final wheel 

forces longitudinally, laterally, and vertically. 

Table 8 - Worst-case wheel forces on the outside left tyre 

Direction Force (N) 

Longitudinal X: -8020.076  

Lateral Y: -9089.419  

Vertical Z: 5346.717 

 

7.3.1.6 Wishbone Linkage Forces 

The forces at the wheel are transferred to the chassis, with each suspension 

member taking a portion of the load. A MATLAB program was created to split 

the wheel force between the linkages, from the geometry of the members and 

the initial force. As the suspension members are angled to the surface of the 

monocoque (Figure 57), the forces imparted onto the CFRP structure can be 

split into in plane and out of plane. 

The magnitudes of the force per member is displayed in Table 9 below. 

Table 9 - Magnitude of load in each suspension member 

Member Total Force (N) In Plane (N) Out of Plane (N) 

Lower Wishbone Front 10008.9541  10007.14  190.3997  

Lower Wishbone Rear 23181.6069  23176.86  469.2986  

Upper Wishbone Front 4507.6802  2554.475  3714.006  

Upper Wishbone Rear 6532.5888  1989.381  6222.305  

Push Rod (shock) 6061.0092  4606.078  3939.527  

 

These loads were used to define the insert geometry required in the 

monocoque to support the loads. The definitions of these inserts are covered 

in more detail in Section 7.7.6. 
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Figure 57 - Suspension member angled to the surface of the monocoque 

 

 Suspension Mount Design 

The attachment points of the chassis were considered during the design of the 

integration of the suspension to the chassis, but detailed analysis of the 

brackets themselves was deemed unnecessary. The main consideration for 

each attachment point was the number of inserts used in the chassis to react 

the load. The number of inserts per attachment was influenced by the 

magnitude of the load at that point. Owing to the much larger forces in the 

lower wishbones, the lower bracket had an extra mounting hole to the chassis. 

Each attaching bolt was selected as a high strength (grade 8.8 or above) bolt 

to satisfy T10.1.1 of the FSG rules [7]. Final designs are shown in Figure 58. 

 

Figure 58 - Suspension attachment bracket designs 

7.4 System Integration: Space Frame 

 Front Roll Hoop 

The front roll hoop is a bar situated above Percy's legs, close to the steering 

wheel. The front roll hoop's primary purpose was to serve as a safety system 
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in case of a rollover.  However, it also acts as a mount for the steering wheel 

[46]. 

7.4.1.1 Front Roll Hoop Rules 

The front roll hoop design was required to comply with the FSG rules. Firstly 
section T.3.9 explained the general rules for the front roll hoop, the key points 
summarised below:  

• T 3.9.4 explained that if the front roll hoop was welded and consisted of 
any aluminium profiles, then the corresponding yield strength must be 
considered in the as-welded condition. If not, the team must show 
evidence of sufficient solution heat treatment and show it had artificially 
aged. The team was entitled to provide documentation as proof of the 
suitable heat treatment method if used. 

• T 3.9.5 stated that laminating the front roll hoop fully to the monocoque 
was admissible. However, equivalence to at least four mounts must 
have been shown in the SES (T 3.16.1). This is shown in Figure 59. The 
laminate must overlap by a minimum of 25mm on each side and must 
also have an identical layup as the connected laminate. 

Figure 59 - Front roll hoop requirements for laminating (T 3.9.5)[7] 

Section T 3.2 and T 3.3 discussed the minimum material requirements which 

dictated the material selection of the front roll hoop: 

• Rule T 3.3.1 dictated the front roll hoop should be constructed from 

metal. 

• Rule T 3.3.1 also stated that the primary structure must be steel. 

However, the front roll hoop could be an aluminium welded structure. 

• Following rule T 3.3.1, if the material used for the primary structure was 

not steel, then physical testing was essential to show equivalency to the 

minimum material properties for steel (T 3.2) 

• The rule T 3.2.1 stated that the minimum material requirements, if made 

from steel [7], should be as shown in Table 10: 

Table 10: Minimum material requirements for the front roll hoop 

Item Front Roll Hoop (steel) 

Minimum Wall Thickness 2.0mm 

Minimum Cross-sectional Area 175mm2 

Minimum Area Moment of Inertia 11320mm4 

Youngs Modulus 200GPa 
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7.4.1.2 Goals Ranking 

The design goals and requirements of the front roll hoop integration were 
investigated for optimal design. The design goals were ranked, as shown in 
Table 11. The design goals include a stiff, strong, lightweight design which 
could be easily integrable into the monocoque whilst having low manufacture 
complexity and acceptable driver visibility. 

Table 11: Pugh matric weighting properties of the front roll hoop. 

Property  Weighting 

Stiffness  4 

Strength  2 

Lightweight 5 

Manufacture Complexity  1 

Integrable  3 

Driver Visibility (Front)  6 

 

Manufacture complexity was weighted the highest as it was imperative that 

manufacturing of the front roll hoop was possible and less laborious. Strength 

was weighted second highest as the attachment point between the 

monocoque, and other components of the primary structure would have to 

carry a load of 30kN in any direction. A considerable weighting value was also 

given to the design being easily integrable into the monocoque, which links to 

low manufacture complexity. A lightweight design and driver visibility have a 

low weighting as they are desirable but not compulsory. This is further seen in 

the front roll hoop material selection process.  

7.4.1.3 Material Selection 

The material selection process included four primary steps: translation, 

screening, ranking, and supporting information. The translation expressed the 

main design requirements as constraints and objectives. The screening 

process eliminated the materials which were not fit for purpose. The ranking 

process decided the top-ranked material and the supporting information gave 

important background information on the top ranked-material. For the material 

selection of the front roll hoop the translation and screening phase was 

sufficient.  

The translation of the front roll hoop can be seen in Table 12. 

Table 12: Translation of front roll hoop 

Function Front Roll Hoop 

Constraint Bending Stiffness 

Objective Minimise Mass 

Free Variable  Choice of Material (Metal) & Radius 

 

To obtain a material which met the constraint, the material index had to be 

derived. For simplicity, the assumptions of a thin hollow tube were made. 

Therefore, the equation for the bending stiffness was: 

𝑆 =
𝐶𝐸𝐼

𝐿3
 7.7 
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The objective was to minimise mass which gave the equation:  

𝑚 = 4𝜋𝑟2𝑡𝜌 7.8 

 

Inverting the bending stiffness equation led to an expression for the radius, r. 

This was substituted into the objective equation to give the material index.  

𝑟 =  (
𝑆𝐿3

𝐶𝐸𝜋𝑡
)

1
3

7.9 

 

The mass was minimised by selecting materials with the largest values of the 

index: 

𝑀 =  
𝐸

1
3

𝜌
7.10 

 

Figure 60 shows the top ranked metal candidates for the front roll hoop.  

 

Figure 60 - CES graph of top ranked materials for the front roll hoop 

To be able to screen for a top ranked material, an excel spreadsheet was 

created for the front roll hoop structural equivalency. The spreadsheet allowed 

for data input including a specific material and dimensions for the front roll 

hoop. The spreadsheet then output the material, tube shape and dimensions 

which passed. These could be used for the design of the front roll hoop. The 

front roll hoop structural equivalency excel spreadsheet is shown in Figure 61. 

Hand calculations were also used to validate the data. Using this spreadsheet 

and hand calculations the material type, tube shape, outer diameter and wall 

thickness was decided which is also shown in Figure 61. 
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Figure 61 - Front roll hoop structural equivalency 

Minimum material requirements mentioned in the rules indicate that the front 

roll hoop, if constructed from steel must have a minimum wall thickness of 

2.0mm, minimum cross-sectional area of 175 mm2 and minimum area moment 

of inertia of 11320 mm4. T.3.3.1 in the rules dictate that the front roll hoop must 

be metal. Therefore, an alternative material to steel could be used to 

manufacture the front roll hoop. 

Since the elastic modulus and second moment of inertia are crucial properties 

of flexural stiffness then a suitable material could be found for the front roll 

hoop which has a second moment of inertia equivalent to steel. An important 

factor to consider was the weight of the material. Therefore, the volume of steel 

was compared with the material of choice. The volume of steel would have to 

be larger than the material of choice volume. This would be ideal. However, it 

was concluded that for the time being other materials including aluminium did 

not satisfy the required dimensions. The final CAD of the front roll hoop can be 

seen in Figure 62.  
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Figure 62 - Front roll hoop CAD 

 Main Roll Hoop and Rear Subframe 

As the chassis has been developed to replace the structures forwards of the 

main hoop with minimal impact to the overall layout of the vehicle, little 

changed rearwards of this point. The only considerable change made was 

the straightening of the main hoop below its lower bends. This allowed for 

easier mounting to the monocoque. 

 Brackets and mounting 

The roll hoops integration to the monocoque was investigated. As the main 

hoop was required by rules to be manufactured from steel the mounting 

bracket and backing plate also must be manufactured from steel. As this was 

a safety critical component the mounting method was defined by rules as a 

minimum of two grade 8.8 M8 bolts. The rules also mandate a minimum of two 

brackets per side of the vehicle. 

The SES also defines whether the designed bracket is suitable using a series 

of pass-fail criteria relating to the bracket and the resultant strength of the 

surrounding composite. In all cases these values are calculated in Kilonewtons 

and must exceed 30kN as per Rule T3.16.1 The following criteria was set out. 
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Perimeter Shear Strength (Bracket): Two cross sectional areas are found 

to work out the maximum force before failure. Both surface areas only 

consider the skins of the composite panels (Figure 63). One area considers 

the material under the edge of where the bracket is found. This is calculated 

using the perimeter of the bracket and thickness.  

 

Figure 63 - Backing plate / bracket interface area considered 

The second area is the interfacing surface between the skin and the insert 

(Figure 64). The force required to cause failing via a shear failure is then 

calculated using the calculated shear strength from physical testing. 

 

Figure 64 - Interface between skin and backing plate considered 

Perimeter Shear Strength (Backing Plate): Calculated in the same manner 

as above however uses the geometry of the backing plate. Area is shown 

below in (Figure 65).  

 

Figure 65 - Area considered for perimeter shear strength 
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Tear-out strength:  The tear-out strength is calculated by considering the 

minimum amount of material between the bolt holes and the nearest free edge 

(termination of continuous material behaviour)  

This edge can be anything that causes fibres to terminate such as the end of 

a panel or bends / changes in the layup. The strength is calculated as follows: 

By considering these criteria an iterative process was implemented to find the 

geometric parameters required. This includes the perimeters of the bracket 

and backing plate, the minimum free edge thickness, and the insert minimum 

perimeter. The assumptions made were as follows. 

1. Due to geometric constraints the free edge must be, at maximum 40mm 

away from the lower bracket 

2. The shear strength was taken to be 75 MPa as it was envisioned some 

reinforcement would be required, resulting in a slightly thicker laminate 

3. The backing plate and Bracket will be made of 2mm steel. 

This resulted in the following parameters shown in Figure 66.  

 

Figure 66 - Minimum parameters required for brackets 

Following this investigation, brackets were designed to these specifications 

and integrated with the whole chassis, the free edge value was used in 

conjunction with the monocoque geometry to define a region where the bracket 

could reside. Figure 67 illustrates the free edges considered and the resulting 

regions available. The figure also illustrates excess material that can be 

removed rearwards of the main hoop. Figure 68 shows the final designs for 

both the upper and lower main hoop brackets. 
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Figure 67 - The viable locations of bole hole centres 

 

Figure 68 - The upper (L) and lower (R) hoop brackets 
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The brackets were spaced as far apart from each other as possible as this 

improves the stiffness of the connection. Figure 69 illustrates the final solution.  

 

Figure 69 - Main roll hoop and hybrid section brackets 

Similarly, the front roll hoop was integrated, using the same bracket design as 

the lower bracket of the main hoop. As seen in Figure 70. 

 

Figure 70 - The front hoop mounting solution 

Due to the need for increased strength against pull out loading, regions 

surrounding the mounting brackets and suspension points require 

reinforcement. It was found that, for a free edge minimum distance of 40 mm, 

a skin thickness of 2.6mm or 8-ply was required. The regions that will be 

reinforced are highlighted in Figure 71. 
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Figure 71 - Ply reinforcement regions 

7.5 System Integration: Front Bulkhead 

 Front Bulkhead Rules 

The front bulkhead was subject to general dimensional constraints. 

Specifically, if a steel bulkhead was not used, the flexural rigidity must be 

proven to be equivalent using the SES (T3.13.2). Additionally, the perimeter 

shear strength must be proven to be equivalent to a 1.5mm thick steel plate 

(T3.13.1). Finally, it must accommodate the impact attenuator (IA) and anti-

intrusion plate (AIP). 

The design of the front bulkhead must conform to the stated rules, as well as 

with the overarching design goals laid out in section 4.1. The following section 

explains the design goals and the reasoning behind their prioritisation, how the 

rules were interpreted, design considerations and iterations, and finally how 

the designs measured to the goals.  

 Rules interpretation 

Interpreting the rules, the following design decisions had to be made: 

• Whether the front bulkhead was integrated into the chassis or attached 

as a separate part 

• The dimensions of the bulkhead including the thickness of the panel 

should be and the size of any maintenance hatches to ensure the 

passing of the SES 

• How the IA and AIP would be attached to the front bulkhead. This 

warrants its own methodology and so is reported in section 4.8. 

 Goals Ranking 

The goals relating to the front bulkhead were ranked as follows: 

1. Minimising complexity 

2. Ease of manufacture 

3. Minimising weight 

Minimising the complexity of the part was the highest rated metric. This 

considered the limited team experience for the simulation and testing of carbon 

fibre panels to pass the SES. Similarly, the second highest weighted goal was 

the ease of manufacture. The front bulkhead would be in contact with various 

other components, and an easier manufacturing method would allow faster 
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and simpler fitting times, with better accuracy. The final goal was to make the 

front bulkhead as lightweight as possible.  

 Integrated or separate front bulkhead 

An integrated bulkhead configuration generally leads to a more involved 

design. In the case of a folded monocoque, an integrated front bulkhead would 

be a part of the folded template. This makes the geometry more complicated 

to design, and harder to manufacture and implement. The front bulkhead 

would be the last piece to be fitted. Due to limited experience producing a 

folded monocoque, it is likely that there will be misalignments and wide 

tolerances when assembling the monocoque net into the finished part. 

Therefore, the final dimensions of the front bulkhead may have to be altered 

to ensure a solid construction. Integrating the front bulkhead into the folded 

template would make this adjustment lengthier and more difficult. Therefore, 

the decision was made for the front bulkhead to be a separate part.  

Considering the joining methods found in literature to secure a separate front 

bulkhead to the monocoque, which were summarised in Section 3.3.2 in Figure 

18, only the bonded butt, and mortise and tenon joint, were deemed 

appropriate. This was due to the monolithic joints and rounded corner being 

too complex to manufacture. Additionally, the square corner would be too 

heavy with the redundant reinforcements. The mortise and tenon joint would 

improve the stiffness due to having interlocking parts but is more complex to 

execute. The butt joint would be simpler but not as strong due to having less 

surface area to bond to compared to the mortise and tenon. Other joints not 

mentioned in Figure 18 were also considered, such as the dovetail joint but 

were eliminated. This was because any intricate carvings of the core would be 

extremely complex, inaccurate, plus weaken the honeycomb core strength. 

The designs found in literature summarised in Section 3.3.2 were ranked in 

Table 13 according to the design goals for the front bulkhead: 1 being least 

satisfactory, and 4 the most. The mortise and tenon and bonded butt joints 

were ranked most desirably, and two concepts based on them were created. 

Table 13 Pugh Matrix for Front Bulkhead Integration 

 Folded with 
main body 

Mortise and 
Tenon Joint  

Bonded 
Butt Joint 

Aluminium 
Bolt Inserts 

Complexity 1 3 2 2 

Ease of 
Manufacture 

1 3 4 2 

Lightweight 4 3 2 2 

Total 6 9 8 6 

 

 Concept 1: “Mortise and Tenon” 

The first iteration of this concept is shown in Figure 72. This was a “true” 

mortise and tenon joint for the front bulkhead. This design drew inspiration 

from Kasjanics et al (2014) with a simplified number of joints [38]. However, 

this configuration posed problems with the tenons. The tenons would cut into 

and around the honeycomb core, exposing the honeycomb lattice and serrate 
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edges. The dimensioning of the tenons would thus be less accurate, making it 

harder to fit the joints securely. There would be no skin on the other side of the 

exposed honeycomb core, decreasing the tenon’s strength. The core also risks 

being crushed. Finally, the fitting of four mortise and tenon joints in an enclosed 

monocoque would be difficult. 

 

Figure 72 - Concept 1 iteration 1 

The second iteration is shown in Figure 73. The tenons are no longer just at 

the core- they have been extended to the thickness of the panels. This solves 

many of the issues from the first concept. However, once this design was 

created in CAD, it was realised that the core of the body would still be exposed. 

A sketch is shown in Figure 73 highlighting this issue. Additional layups would 

have to be done to cover them, adding unnecessary weight.  
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Figure 73 - Concept 1 iteration 2 

The final iteration of this concept is shown in Figure 74. The tenons would be 

drilled down to the outer skin, leaving a “lid”. This would cover up the exposed 

core of the monocoque body, as well as increasing the bonding area. The 

monocoque body would have the negative cut outs of the front bulkhead, 

where the mortise would also be cut down to the outer skin only. Once put into 

place and bonded with epoxy, a final wet layup would be required to wrap 

around the perimeter of the front bulkhead as standard. The inner surface of 

the front bulkhead where it meets the body would also have a wet layup at the 

corner as standard. 

 

Figure 74 - Concept 1 iteration 3 
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Analysing this concept, the mechanical locking would improve the 

monocoque’s overall stiffness and be securely set. Although this design meets 

the project’s goals, there was concern raised over the difficulty of 

manufacturing the tenon parts, particularly since a smooth surface on the 

composite skin is required for bonding and fitting. With the monocoque in its 

first year of conception, a lot of time may be spent filing down the part and 

ensuring a good fit. High accuracy is required to drill parts with a Dremel, and 

so the team experience manufacturing carbon fibre would have to be improved 

first. With the time pressure of competition, this concept would not be 

recommended to be implemented in its first year.  
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 Final Design: Concept 2: “Bonded Butt Joint”  

Although the bonded butt joint came out to be the second-best concept, there 

were still issues joining two sandwich panels together with no interlocking 

parts. Taking this concept, a new design was created, where the sides of the 

front bulkhead have a 45° chamfer, shown in Figure 75. This increases the 

bonding surface between the two parts. Additionally, the front bulkhead would 

be better constrained. Again, wet layups would be required to seal the outer 

and inner edges. 

 

Figure 75 - Concept 2 iteration 1 

Analysing this concept, creating the tapers would be simple, using a Dremel 

for a single in place cut. Fitting the front bulkhead would also be easier and 

less time consuming as the design is more forgiving to inaccuracies in the 

shape. Despite the mortise and tenon concept being the highest rated design, 

the tapered design was chosen as the final design. The team was in its first 

year of implementing a monocoque, and by choosing the simplest, quickest 

design, would give the best chance of success at the competition. The design 

would be optimised in the future. 

 The Alternative Concept for the Future 

Concepts 1 and 2 were also merged to bring the benefit of both. Two sides 

would have the taper and two the mortise and tenon joint. This would give a 

physical locking, make the attachment more secure, and make the fitting 

easier than the full mortise and tenon design. 

 Front Bulkhead Dimensions and Ply Count to meet SES 

Having a cut-out in the centre of the front bulkhead face would lead to a weight 

reduction for the monocoque. The cut-out would affect the flexural rigidity (EI) 

of the bulkhead. The minimum size of the cut-out would be dictated by 

convenience for accessing the foot pedals, and the maximum constrained by 

meeting the minimum EI baseline. The calculations were done in the SES 

spreadsheet and not documented here as they contain assumed knowledge 
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for calculating moment of inertia of shapes. To improve the readability of the 

SES for the front bulkhead, a schematic of the parameters used in the SES 

was shown below in Figure 76.  

 

Figure 76 - Annotated SES Dimensions for Front Bulkhead 

The thickness of the bulkhead was dictated by meeting the perimeter shear 

strength of the SES. Since physical testing was not available, the number of 

plies required were sourced from a similar front bulkhead design from literature 

[22].  

The layup schematic of the front bulkhead was specified previously in Section 

6.11. Putting the ply count, dimensions, and EI of the front bulkhead into the 

SES, it was found to be satisfied. The SES results were summarised in Section 

8.1.2. The final design of the front bulkhead was shown in Figure 77, shown 

assembled to the IA and AIP.  
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Figure 77 - Front (left) and back (right) of front bulkhead assembly with IA and AIP assembly. Final 

design of Front Bulkhead was concept 2 
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7.6 System Integration: IA and AIP 

 IA and AIP Rules 

The rules dictate that the front bulkhead must have an Impact Attenuator (IA) 

which is attached securely and directly to the Anti Intrusion Plate (AIP).  The 

IA is a deformable, energy absorbing device located forward of the front 

bulkhead. The IA and AIP had more dimensional rules to ensure the safety of 

the driver. The key points for the IA summarised are below:  

• Cannot be wider or higher than the AIP (T3.17.2) 

• The IA assembly must meet impact safety testing requirements 

(T3.19.1).  

The AIP rules were summarised as below: 

• If the AIP is not of a composite material, then it must be a solid 1.5mm 

solid steel or 4.0mm aluminium plate (T3.17.3).  

Furthermore, the attachment of the IA assembly (the IA and AIP) was also 

specified.  

• The IA must be attached securely and directly to the Anti Intrusion Plate 

(AIP) (T3.17.2). 

• If the IA assembly are bolted to the front bulkhead, it must be the same 

size as the outside dimensions of the front bulkhead and attached using 

8mm metric grade 8:8 bolts (T3.17.5). 

 Rules Interpretation 

Interpreting the rules, the following decision decisions had to be made: 

• The dimensions of the IA to satisfy safety requirements 

• Whether the assembly was bolted or welded to the front bulkhead 

 Goals Ranking 

The goals relating to the IA assembly were ranked as follows: 

1. Minimising complexity 

2. Ease of manufacture 

3. Lightweight 

If the IA assembly were to be removable, the complexity of its attachment 

would be the most important. The ease of manufacture was ranked next to 

ensure the part was executable within a tight timeframe with a relatively 

inexperienced team. Light weighting was the final metric, that would 

differentiate for whether a steel, aluminium, or composite AIP would be used. 
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 IA and AIP Design 

The design of the IA considered a material and structure with a high specific 

energy absorption. High density aluminium honeycomb was selected, with its 

centre hollowed out, which has been used previously within USM. This saved 

time investigating the exact size required to pass the impact tests. The 

dimensions for the IA were taken from USM design in 2018, but it was noted 

this design would still need to be tested for future competitions to prove it 

meets safety standards. 

Welding the IA to the AIP would be the least complex manufacturing method, 

compared to using bolts. Additionally, the team has experience creating this 

part already and so keeping the manufacturing process would keep within the 

goals of this part.  

A steel AIP was chosen, and no further equivalencies would have to be proven 

since it was a baseline material. The dimensions of the AIP are the same as 

that of the front bulkhead. 

The attachment of the IA and AIP assembly to the front bulkhead was decided 

by considering the complexity of the part. Bolting the assembly to the front 

bulkhead would be easiest. Additionally, it would allow the removal of the IA 

and AIP assembly for maintenance through the front bulkhead. A backing plate 

was used to secure the bolts. The final design can be seen in Figure 77.  
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7.7 System Integration: Inserts 
CFC panels, as used in this project, are inherently weak through the thickness 

of the honeycomb panels – a sacrifice for the high specific strength and 

stiffness. As a result, sections of the core are replaced with solid inserts are 

used as a means of transferring local loads. These distribute the load through 

the panel structure and mitigate stresses on the skins of the composite [32]. 

 Rule Compliance 

There are two sections of the FSG rules [6] relevant to the design and testing 

of the inserts for driver safety: 

• Attachments for the driver’s harness must withstand a normal load of 

19.5kN for shoulder belts and 6.5kN for anti-submarine belts (T4.5.2, 

41) 

• Any attachment point between the primary structure and a component 

must carry a minimum load of 30kN. (T3.16.1, 36) 

• Any attachment to a monocoque must be using one M10 grade 8.8 bolt 

or two M8 grade 8.8 bolts. (T4.5.1, 41) 

• A steel backing plate (or equivalent) of minimum 2mm must be included 

(T4.5.1, 41). 

 Design Targets 

As a subsystem of the final vehicle design, the desired properties of the inserts 

differ from the high-level goals of the overall chassis – see section 4.3. The 

harness insert design was given arbitrary weighting as displayed in Table 14. 

Table 14 - Pugh Matrix weighting properties of harness insert design 

Property Weighting 

Manufacturability 5 

Aerodynamics 1 

Weight 2 

Stiffness 4 

Aesthetics 1 

 

Given the complex nature of inserts within CFCs, manufacturing was 

considered the most important step. Complying to rules being mandatory, 

stiffness was given a large weighting value due to its influence on the strength 

of the design. The aerodynamics and aesthetics of this component were 

assumed as having little to no effect on the overall performance of the vehicle. 

Weight is also likely to have negligible impact on final performance, however, 

was deemed as more influential than the previous two properties.  

 Insert Manufacturing 

Manufacturing options considered as discussed in Section 3.3.1.3, the final 

design was decided to be inserted after production of the panels and bonded 

to the material through compressive forces and accurate tolerances. This 

method allowed insertion through a single hole that could be accurately placed. 

The challenge of inclusion of a backing plate resulted in a two-part assembly 

design. The result consisted of two pieces to be clearance and press fit into 

the insert hole. One side consisting of a backing in the form of a flange 
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attached to bolt housing and through thickness insert, with the opposite side 

simply being the required 2mm backing plate. This may even be provided by 

the application of the insert, for example the eye bolts used for attachment of 

the driver’s harness which include a 2mm washer which would be sufficient as 

a backing plate.  Small amounts of glue could be implemented onto the backing 

plates and the inserted bolt housings to provide additional bonding strength; 

however, the relatively small loads of this application make this likely an 

unnecessary step. 

 Failure Modes 

Any insert in the monocoque is required to support tensile, compressive and 

shear forces without failure. Each potential failure mode (in and out of plane) 

was used to calculate the corresponding required geometry to avoid failure, 

these values compared, and geometry which will not fail by any mode 

calculated. As mentioned, prior, any additional strength imbued through use of 

potting compounds was not considered. 

The general relationship relating the shear strength of the panel to the 

perimeter values of the inserts is through the shear area. This relationship is 

displayed below [47]. 

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 

Considering the minimum geometry as a function of the minimum required 

load. 

𝐹 > (𝑝𝑜 + 𝑝𝑖)𝑡𝑐 ∗ 𝜏𝑠 7.11 

This relationship was used to calculate the minimum geometry required per 

applied load. 

7.7.4.1 Out-of-Plane Direct Tensile Yield  

Considering an applied tensile load, illustrated in Figure 78, the insert design 

was evaluated for determination of load for direct failure of the insert housing.  

 

Figure 78 - Illustration of considered insert tensile load. 

The basic stress equation for normal stress on the insert housing is [47] 

𝜋

4
(𝐷𝑖

2 − 𝐷ℎ
2) =

𝐹

𝜎𝑌
7.12 
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It should be noted that inner diameter refers to the interior diameter of the insert 

bracket, the diameter of the bolt is referred to as hole diameter. From Equation 

7.12, geometry could be determined to avoid failure through in-plane tensile 

loads.   

7.7.4.2 Out-of-Plane Compressive Buckling 

Considering an applied compressive load, displayed in Figure 79, use of 

Euler’s equations for column buckling failure, geometry can be calculated.  

 

Figure 79 - Illustration of considered insert compressive load. 

The insert housing can be treated as a cylindrical column loaded in 

compression. Addition of a column co-efficient 𝑘𝑐 must be incorporated to 

compensate for the nature of the loading. The insert loaded in compression 

equates to a column pinned at one end and fixed at the other, this 

approximation is displayed in Figure 80, which has a co-efficient of 0.7.  

 

Figure 80 - Illustration of column bending approximation used. Adapted from [48]. 
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The relevant form of Euler’s buckling equation to asses failure through buckling 

is [48]  

𝐹𝐵 =
𝜋2𝐸𝐼

(𝐾𝑐𝐿)2
7.13 

 

The length of this column simply being the core thickness of the material, 𝑡𝑐.  

Combining equation 7.13 with the second moment of area for a hollow cylinder, 

minimum inner diameter was derived to avoid failure through buckling. 

𝐷𝑖 = √
64𝐼

𝜋
+ 𝐷ℎ

4
4

7.14 

From these out of plane calculations, minimum diameter values for the insert 

housing per application were obtained to ensure no failure of the housing 

through tensile or compressive loads. 

7.7.4.3 In-Plane Tensile Shear Out 

Under the influence of applied loads in-plane, the stresses are purely applied 

to the face sheets as the core does not carry any stresses. Figure 81 displays 

the possible failure modes.  

 

Figure 81 - Failure modes of composite as a result of In-plane applied loads. [33] 

The failure of an insert component in pure shear calculates the distance it will 

shear-out due to an applied load, visualised in Figure 82. Ensuring inserts are 

a minimum distance, e, away from any edge. 
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Figure 82 - Illustration of considered insert shear load. 

The relationship for calculation of the shear out distance is [33]  

𝐹𝑡 ≤ 2𝜏𝑠 (𝑒 −
𝐷𝑖

2
)

1

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼
𝑡𝑠 7.15 

Where 𝛼 is the angle between the plane and the distance to the relevant edge. 

Considering in-plane load, and an edge distance of 40mm, the maximum load 

was calculated. 

7.7.4.4 In-Plane Tensile Failure 

The equation for determination of maximum in-plane load against failure in 

tension is: [33] 

𝐹𝑡 ≤
1

𝐾𝑒
′

(𝑤 − 𝐷𝑖)𝑡𝑠𝜎𝑡,𝑢𝑙𝑡 7.16 

Where 𝐾𝑒
′ is a coefficient value – the stress concentration factor. This value 

varies as a function of the edge distance and panel width. This value was 

obtained from Figure 83 and the maximum load calculated. 
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Figure 83 - Relationship between stress concentration factor, nearest edge distance, and width of 

panel. [33] 

 

7.7.4.5 In-Plane Compressive Dimpling 

The equation for calculation of maximum load to avoid dimpling failure is 

empirically derived. It should be noted under a certain amplitude of dimple this 

does not typically lead to panel failure. Nonetheless, it was evaluated using 

the following relationship: [33] 

𝐹𝑑 ≤
2

𝜋
𝐷𝑖𝑡𝑠𝐾𝐷

𝐸𝑠

1 − 𝑣𝑠
2

 (
𝑡𝑠

𝑆𝑐
)

2

7.17 

Where 𝐸𝑠 and 𝑣𝑠 are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ration of the face 

sheet respectively, 𝐾𝐷 is the dimpling coefficient and 𝑆𝑐 is the cell size of the 

material core. The material data of the CFC face sheet was unable to be 

obtained through physical testing, so values resulting from ACP simulations 

were used. The dimpling coefficient has an accepted value of 2.0. 

7.7.4.6 In-Plane Bearing 

Bearing failure can occur through tensile or compressive stresses, however, is 

unlikely to occur in a monocoque as the ratio of edge distance to inner diameter 

is never large enough. The equation for consideration of failure through 

bearing is: [33] 
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𝐹𝑏 ≤ 𝐾𝑏

2

𝜋
𝐷𝑖𝑡𝑠𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 7.18 

Where 𝐾𝑏 is an empirically obtained coefficient, which has an accepted value 

of 2.2. 

7.7.4.7 Bending and Torsional Failure 

Due to the core of the composite providing no additional strength, use of single 

inserts in bending is not recommended. The maximum bending and torsional 

loads are given by the following relationships: [33]  

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖  7.19 

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 4𝜋𝐷𝑖
2𝜏𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑡𝑐 7.20 

The maximum force can be inserted from the calculated out-of-plane loads. 

7.7.4.8 Insert Pairs 

Where torsional and bending loads cannot be avoided, the effective strength 

of an insert can be increased by inclusion of another insert nearby. For an 

insert to be aided by another, the following distance criteria must be met. 

𝑎 ≤ 5(𝐷𝑖1 + 𝐷𝑖2) 7.21 

Where a is the distance between the centres of the inserts. In cases where this 

is not met, the inserts are considered too distant to have an influence on one 

another. 

The load of an insert influenced by another can be formulated as follows.  

𝐹𝑆𝑆1 
∗ = ηIS1𝐹𝑆𝑆1 7.22 

Where 𝐹𝑆𝑆1
∗  is the reduced load of insert 1 as a result of nearby insert 2 and 

𝐹𝑆𝑆1 is the original load on insert 1. The interference coefficient, 𝜂𝐼𝑆1, is as 

follows [33] 

𝜂𝐼𝑆1 =

𝐷𝑖1

𝐷𝑖2

1 +
𝐷𝑖1

𝐷𝑖2

(1 +
𝑎

5𝐷𝑖1

1

1 +
𝐷𝑖1

𝐷𝑖2

) 7.23  

It should be noted that this relationship, as used in this project, is for inserts 

loaded in the same direction. Other scenarios require further discussion. 

All above in-plane loads were considered, and geometry calculated to ensure 

no skin failure through any in-plane loading. 

7.7.4.9 Combined Loading 

In reality, it is unlikely that any of the loading scenarios considered would act 

in isolation. A relationship can be derived to determine failure as a result of a 

combination of loads.  
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Figure 84 - Combined loading of single insert. Adapted from [33]  

The above figure, combined with consideration of bending and torsion, can be 

used to establish a relationship to assess failure or success of an insert in 

combined loading. Provided the following criterion is met, an insert will not fail 

in combined loading [33]  

(
𝐹𝑦

𝐹𝑦𝑠𝑠
)

2

+ (
𝐹𝑥

𝐹𝑥𝑠𝑠
)

2

+ (
𝑀

𝑀𝑠𝑠
)

2

+ (
𝑇

𝑇𝑠𝑠
)

2

≤ 1 7.24 

Where subscript ss is the loading capacity for the specific load in isolation. This 

was hard to apply to simple models and hand calculations for insert design, 

however, stands as useful theory to be applied to any future manufacturing. 

 Prototype Design 

The insert geometry corresponding to maximum load for failure was calculated 

per application to ensure no failure by any mode. As discussed in section 

3.3.1.2, the material properties corresponded to the chosen material; 

Aluminium 6061. These dimensions could then be validated within the SES.  

For ease of manufacturing, the size used was the closest standard size that 

was equal to or greater than the diameter value for each application. The bolts 

within the insert were singular M10, or M8 where inserts were used in pairs. It 

should be noted that the relationships used for calculation insert geometry are 

simply a function of the applied load. Therefore, this process was easily 

adapted to be applied to the loads at all attachment points in the monocoque. 

The geometry calculations used for the inserts were compiled into a simple 

spreadsheet to allow for efficient calculations of geometry given an input load, 

this is displayed in Figure 85 and was carried out for the relevant failure modes 

per application.  
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Figure 85 - Procedure for calculation of insert geometry when varying required load. All calculations as 
specified through the failure mode analysis carried out in this document. N.B. This figure displays 

example geometry as calculated for attachment of driver’s harness 

With a design that was approved by the SES as suitable for competitive use, 

a preliminary CAD model was created to visualise the design, displayed in 

Figure 86. It should be noted that the dimensions for the prototype model 

corresponded to the harness inserts, however, were easily adjusted to 

compensate for greater or lesser loads before manufacture. 

In areas where the pure shear of an insert would prove catastrophic, or to 

reduce strain on the panel by translation to a bending load, inserts were used 

in pairs. An example being high stress areas applied by the roll hoops. In other 

areas a single insert attachment is sufficient for the load, such as the driver’s 

harness.  

 

Figure 86 - CAD model of final insert design. a. Cross-section view of primary insert housing. b. Full 
view full design including 2mm backing plate (application variant). 

 Suspension Insert Design 
As discussed in Section 7.3.1, one of the major outputs of the suspension 

design was the definition of the inserts required to strengthen the chassis at 

critical attachment points. 

The out of plane loads determine the geometry of the insert required to 

distribute the shear force across the skin, and the in-plane load determines the 

tear out properties of the insert. In plane, the insert must be a certain distance 

away from a free edge to withstand the applied load. Once the loads in and 

out of plane for each insert are known, the geometry can be defined from the 

relationships explained previously.  

The upper linkage load was used to define the geometry of the wishbone 

inserts, as the out of plane loads are significantly higher. From there, the 

required edge distance for the in-plane loads on the bottom wishbone 

attachments was checked to ensure no tear out would occur. 
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Taking data for the out of plane load for the upper rear linkage (6222.305N) 

from Table 9, the minimum size of the insert geometry could be calculated, 

considering the skin thickness of the front bulkhead support to be 0.96mm and 

the core to be 25mm. The geometry was found to be: 

Inner diameter = 11.8mm 

Flange diameter = 18.7mm 

The minimum free edge distance for the lower mounts was measured as 

34.613mm (see Figure 87). This was input into equation 7.15, with a shear 

thickness of 212MPa, giving a maximum tear out load of 11.69kN. Distributing 

the in-plane load of 23176.86N of the lower rear linkage from Table 9 between 

the 3 inserts in the bracket, gives a tear out load of 7.73kN, within the allowable 

tear out load. 

 

Figure 87 - Nearest free edge to an insert on the lower mount 
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8 Final Design  

8.1 Summary of Monocoque Design 
The monocoque final design is detailed in the figures below. Each aspect of 

the design satisfies the current 2020/21 ruleset and is expected to be suitable 

for subsequent years, given no significant changes. 

 Monocoque Final Design 

 

Figure 88 - Monocoque final design, oblique view 

 

Figure 89 - Monocoque final design, side view 
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 Laminate design 

Based on the simulations conducted, the following laminates have been 

determined theoretically to pass SES rules with the various base sections 

being detailed in Figure 90. 

 

Figure 90 - Monocoque ply regions 
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 SES-pass/fail 

As no physical data has been collated the SES was filled out with data from 

the FEA models discussed in previous chapters. The following figures show 

each section completed SES form, proving compliance to the FS ruleset.  

 

Figure 91- SES equivalency for the Front Hoop Bracing 

 

Figure 92 - SES equivalency for the Front Bulkhead Support 
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Figure 93 SES equivalency for the Side impact Structure 

 

Figure 94 SES equivalency for the Front Bulkhead 

8.2 Analysis 

 Geometry – Spaceframe 

The rear of the chassis was developed using a modified version of USM21. All 

chassis members forward of the main hoop were removed and a new front 

hoop was positioned. This line file was imported into SpaceClaim and the 

correct cross sections were applied. The topography of the resulting mesh was 

shared between each beam to emulate welded behaviour. Finally, the mesh 

was generated, utilising Beam188 elements.  
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 Geometry – Monocoque 

The monocoque geometry was developed in several stages. 

1. The external faces of the solid model previously developed was used to 

develop a representation constructed of surfaces. This surface model 

was then imported into space claim where it was modified to fill any 

defects and add a fillet to the corners. Additionally, the geometry was 

simplified, removing any cut-outs. Using the imprint tool regions were 

created where the front suspension would be mounted to. 

2. The resulting geometry was then meshed, a quadrilateral mesh was 

applied however beyond that little mesh refinement was conducted. 

Named selections were created for the separate layup regions. 

3. In ACP-pre rosettes were created for each region to ensure the fibre 

direction was correct. Similarly, the stacking direction was set so that 

each face would stack inwards, preserving the external geometry. 

4. Each of the named selections were used to define the layup regions in 

ACP and separate stacking sequences were created for each region. 

These were then applied to the relevant areas. Due to the manufacture 

methods envisioned, draping was required to ensure that the fibre 

direction was consistent to what would occur in reality. The seed point 

for each region was set to the middle of the largest surface. 

5. The resulting ACP shell geometry was imported into the static structural 

module along with the spaceframe geometry. 

 Geometry - Connections  

With both separate components implemented, the connections toolbox was 

used to link the 5 bodies (consisting of 3 monocoque and 2 spaceframe 

bodies). The connections between the tubes and the monocoque were 

simplified down to bonded connection between the edge representing the 

length of tubing and the face that it will be mounted to. Figure 95 illustrates this 

for one of the main hoop connections. Similarly, the monocoque bodies were 

bonded together along their common edges.  

 

Figure 95 - Contact definitions between the hybrid frame and monocoque 
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 Boundary Conditions – Torsion 

The torsional boundary conditions were set up in line with past literature, 

mirroring the physical testing that would be conducted. This involved fixing the 

rear of the chassis by its suspension pickup points and, at the front suspension 

points, applying a displacement equivalent to 1 degree of rotation about its 

front axle. The displacement required was calculated using trigonometry and 

the front trackwidth, resulting in a 10.47mm displacement. The displacement 

was applied remotely to the front pickup points, the remote location used was 

offset -100mm vertically from the wheel centres. This was done in order to 

consider for the wheel mounting method. Figure 96 details these boundary 

conditions. 

 

Figure 96 - Torsional simulation boundary conditions 

 Boundary Conditions 3 G bump 

In order to model a “worst case” for the chassis; the vehicle experiences a 3 g 

bump on the front axle. This was simulated by applying 3 times the corner 

weight of the front suspension. Similar to the torsional boundary conditions 

these loads were applied from the wheel centres (displaced 100mm 

downwards). Additionally, 3 times the front weight distribution (45% of the total 

weight) was applied to the body of the vehicle, modelling the reaction force. 

Finally, due to the composite structure being massless, inertia relief was turned 

on to prevent rigid body motion. The model was supported at the main hoop 

as the rear subframe was not being considered. Figure 97 illustrates these 

boundary conditions. 
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Figure 97 - 3G bump boundary conditions 

8.3 Analysis Results 

 Torsional 

The moment reaction was found to be 4570 Nm for 1 degree of rotation, this 

results in a 4570 Nm/deg torsional stiffness of the chassis between the 

suspension points (Figure 98). 

 

Figure 98 - Torsional simulation results 

 3G Bump load 

In the 3G bump case, deformation was observed around the suspension 

pickup points, in particular the shock node, as seen in Figure 99, the maximum 

displacement observed was 0.76mm. Figure 100 shows the distribution of 

stress throughout the monocoque, which was again centred around the 

suspension points, seeing a maximum of 127.7 MPa and an average of 9 MPa. 

Finally, the inverse reserve factor was found for the Tsai-hill criterion, a 
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maximum of 0.3 was observed on the lower suspension mounts as seen in 

Figure 101. 

 

Figure 99 - 3G bump total deformation 

 

Figure 100 - 3G bump equivalent (von-Mises) stress 

 

Figure 101 - 3G bump inverse reserve factor 
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 Evaluation Against Spaceframe 

From the above results it was possible to evaluate the proposed design to the 

existing chassis. As previously mentioned, the main characteristics of interest 

are the torsional stiffness and mass, alongside the ability to support the 

loading. USM21’s space frame chassis was found, by simulation, to have a 

torsional stiffness of 2026 Nm/deg and a total system mass of approximately 

45KG. The monocoque by comparison was found to have a stiffness of 4570 

Nm/deg and a comparative mass1 of 36.8Kg. Additionally, it is possible to find 

the percentage of roll stiffness lost, assuming a total suspension roll stiffness 

of 900 Nm/deg. Finally, the specific stiffness was used for comparison. These 

comparisons are summarised in Table 15. 

Table 15 - Torsional simulation results 

 Mass 
(Kg) 

Stiffness (Nm/deg) Specific 
Stiffness 

% roll 
stiffness 
lost 

Space Frame 45 2026 45 9.38% 

Monocoque 36.8 4570 124.2 4.15% 

% Improvement 18% 225.5% 276% 225.5% 

 

  

 
1 The components considered to be comparable are detailed in appendix 2 
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9 Physical Testing  
Due to the events of COVID-19, no physical testing was possible for this 

project. Physical data for a theoretically informed SES was obtained through 

past literature and simulations as detailed in 6.  

The above withstanding, testing jigs for all required testing was modelled within 

the scope of this project. Such that when COVID restrictions are eased, testing 

could commence immediately. 

The testing jigs are designed to validate the simulations and to provide data 

for the SES document. While all the tests are generic, the variety of testing 

machines which they can be performed on requires unique tools to be design 

and manufactured. The designs of the testing jigs are detailed in the following 

sections.  

9.1 Three-Point Bend 
The requirements for three-point bend testing were considered, and a jig was 

constructed to allow for testing of our composite material. The jig for this test 

was modelled in CAD software to fit the dimensions as stipulated in the rules, 

including the roller and attachment to the apparatus available – displayed in 

Figure 102- Preliminary CAD; testing jig for physical 3pt-bend test. The sample 

can be placed on the supports and loaded about the centre to determine 

material data. Furthermore, the model was simulated to ensure that the jig 

would remain rigid (resulting displacement of <1mm) during the application of 

the bending force – a necessity for accurate results.  

 

Figure 102- Preliminary CAD; testing jig for physical 3pt-bend test 

9.2 Perimeter Shear 
A jig was modelled (Figure 103) to support the dimensioned material sample 

and allow for the 25mm punch to penetrate entirely through both skins. The 

required 32mm diameter hole was included within the sample support. As in 

the three-point bend test jig, this was simulated to ensure structural rigidity as 
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not to compromise the output data. The purpose of this CAD to enable quick 

implementation to any Instron machine upon access. 

 

Figure 103 - Preliminary CAD; testing jig for perimeter shear test 

9.3 Harness Pull-out 
A jig was designed to support the sample in either tension or compression, as 

compressive loads will exist in an analysis of the forces applied by the 

suspension, being mindful to avoid bolts and clamps creating further 

concentrations of stress that may fail before the point of applied load. As a 

result, the chosen design used long L-shaped blocks on all four sides to ‘frame’ 

the sample which were in turn bolted to the apparatus. 

This jig, ensuring bolts of sufficient shear stresses to not fail before the sample 

based on Eurocode data [49], was again modelled in CAD software awaiting 

physical testing in the near future. 
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10 Life Cycle Assessment: Carbon Fibre Reinforced 

Polymer 
The transportation industry produces greater than one-third of the global 

human-made greenhouse gas emissions from manufacturing goods. Another 

quarter of the emissions come from transport. Therefore, the underlying 

question is how vehicles' energy demand could be reduced whilst maintaining 

sustainable mobility was of tantamount importance [50] . Multiple past 

literatures such as Sunter show that reducing vehicle weight could improve 

fuel consumption by 6 to 8% and improve greenhouse gas emissions [51]. One 

way of reducing the vehicle weight was by using lightweight material such as 

CFRP. As well as being lightweight, the material offered many outstanding 

qualities, such as having high levels of strength and stiffness [8]. 

There has been a limited number of Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) carried out 

for CFRP. Das and a few other papers stated CFRP was a material with the 

highest potential for weight reduction. However, even with this benefit, Murphy 

stated that carbon fibre generated 15 times more carbon dioxide than steel 

which was conventionally used in the automotive industry. Nonetheless, 

Suzuki and Takahashi conveyed that recycling CFRP reduced the energy 

intensity down to around the steel parts' energy intensity. Suzuki also stated 

that a CFRP vehicle had a predicted energy consumption reduction between 

17% and 26%. This showed that LCA could portray the bigger picture of the 

material's environmental impact and what precautions could be taken to 

reduce the negative impact of CFRP on the world [8] .  

In this study, the goal of the LCA was carried out to analyse the environmental 

impact of the CFRP monocoque if USM were to produce a monocoque yearly, 

and to evaluate if this is environmentally acceptable. The LCA process allowed 

evaluating the effect of the material on the environment over its complete life 

cycle. The primary advantage of conducting an LCA allowed alternative 

solutions to be sought out, protect the environment, and allowed responsible 

choices to be made in the future. Another advantage of conducting an LCA 

was that it allowed a thorough investigation into finding environmental 

information, which could improve the credibility of the material. However, there 

were drawbacks involved, such as the entire process was lengthy and 

complicated [52]. 

10.1 Life Cycle Assessment Method  
The analysis method used, initially requires the goal and scope of the LCA to 

be established. This will explain the purpose, aims and objectives of the study. 

Secondly, the inventory compilation process would be discussed. This 

section's system boundaries assess the energy flows into the systems and 

emissions passing out of the system in each area, which comprises raw 

material extraction, manufacturing process, distribution, use, and finally, the 

end-of-life stage, which includes the disposal and recycling of CFRP. 

Therefore, this stage allowed for mass data collection. The third stage of a LCA 

consisted of conducting an impact assessment. This stage was optional and 
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was not considered in this work. Finally, in stage four, all results would be 

interpreted. This stage would answer questions such as what do these 

differences in energies mean? What can be done to reduce CFRP's negative 

qualities? Is recycling an option for CFRP? The current study of the life cycle 

assessment was prearranged as shown in Figure 104. To show a detailed 

interpretation of the LCA the software GRANTA EduPack 2020 Eco-Audit tool 

[53] was used to compile the various inventory stages to show the energy 

consumed and carbon footprint at each stage for the CFRP monocoque 

compared to the steel chassis.  

 

Figure 104 - Life Cycle Assessment diagram, adapted from [54] 
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10.2  Inventory Compilation: Life Cycle Stages  
This phase shows the resources which are used and the emissions which are 

expelled.   

 

 

Figure 105 - Life cycle stages  

 Raw Material Extraction and Manufacturing 

The raw material extraction and manufacturing phase of the material covers 

the initial stages of the CFRP material production. The precursor is the name 

given to the raw material used to construct CFRP. In most cases, the precursor 

is polyacrylonitrile (PAN). Polyacrylonitrile is an organic polymer and formed 

of carbon atoms bonded together by long strings. Unfortunately, the exact 

composition is unknown as manufacturing companies keep this to themselves. 

The material production of CFRP includes the stabilising, carbonising, surface 

treating and sizing process. 

During the stabilising stage, the fibres are transformed from their linear 

bonding to thermally durable ladder bonding. This happens by heating the 

fibres at extremely high temperatures for a specific time. During this, the atoms 

collect oxygen molecules from the surrounding air and alter the atomic bonding 

pattern. The carbonising process includes heating the stabilised fibres at even 

higher temperatures for less time in a furnace. Oxygen is not present in the 

furnace to prevent the fibres from burning. Fibres lose their non-carbon atoms, 

which are output as water vapour, ammonia, carbon monoxide/ dioxide and 

many more. The leftover carbon atoms then form firmly bonded carbon crystals 

parallel to the fibres. After the carbonising stage of the process, the fibres are 

unable to bond effortlessly with the epoxies used in manufacturing CFRP. 

Therefore, the surface is treated. This is done by oxidising the fibres, which 

creates better bonding properties. Finally, the fibres are sized, which means 

that the fibres are coated to protect them from damage caused further down 

the line. These coatings include epoxy, nylon and many more [55].   

Inventory Compilation

Raw Material Extraction 
& Manufacturing

CFRP Raw Extraction 

Manufacuring of CFRP

Distribution

Packaging

Transport

Uses Applications

End of Life

Disposal

Recycling
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The materials used in the primary production of CFRP include carbon fibre and 

epoxy [56]. Table 16 shows the eco-properties of CFRP and epoxy. 

Table 16 - Eco-properties of CFRP and Epoxy 

Material 
Specific Energy 

Equivalence, source 
(MJ/kg) 

Specific CO2 
Footprint, source 

(Kg/kg) 

CFRP 259 - 286 16.1 – 18.5 

Epoxy 105 – 130 4.22 – 4.56 

  

Once the CFRP has been delivered, the in-house manufacturing stage can 

begin. This will include the manufacturing processes chosen for the desired 

application. In this case the CFRP monocoque. The manufacturing method 

selected for the composite panel was vacuum infusion. The energy intensity of 

the vacuum infusion was around 10.2 MJ/kg. This energy intensity was specific 

to the manufacturing process and not the material used. The energy intensity 

value of vacuum infusion is substantial due to the extensive amounts of energy 

required during the process [52]. 

 Distribution 

The CFRP distribution phase includes any transport used to deliver the 

material and packaging, which could consist of any documentation included 

when delivered. The CFRP distribution depends entirely on which company 

the material is purchased from, and since many companies produce CFRP. 

Therefore, the energy intensity values used in this LCA are taken from Song 

[52], in which the energy intensities of economic activities are discussed. Table 

17 shows the energy intensities of the distribution phase, which include 

transport and packaging. 

Table 17 - Energy intensities of the distribution phase of CFRP 

Sector 

Specific Energy 
Equivalence, 

source 
(MJ/kg) 

Transportation 

Truck 8.997 

Rail 2.476 

Air 2.817 

Couriers 0.722 

Postal Service 0.942 

Boat 0.035 

Packaging 

Paper and Paperboard Mills 30.311 

Commercial Printing 0.123 

Coated and Laminated Paper and Packaging Material 0.079 

Total 46.502 

 

Table 17 shows that if CFRP were to use multiple transportations during 

distribution and have multiple forms of packaging, the total specific energy 
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equivalence source would equal 46.502 MJ/kg. However, this does not 

represent an accurate, specific energy equivalence value. It is most likely that 

the distribution phase did not include all the following sectors shown in Table 

17. 

 Use  

The use phase considers the applications of the material and final product. 

The application was for use in a one-seater race car for the formula student 

competition. The whole life usage of the vehicle was considered. This included 

the total distance driven by the vehicle during an annual competition year, how 

the vehicle was transported to the competitions and the distance it would have 

to travel, and the engine ratings.  

• Distance vehicle would be driven: 350km  

- Pre-season testing of vehicle amounts to 150km (shakedown, 

initial set up, validation).  

- Post-season testing amounts to 150km (driver training, data 

acquisition, post analysis)  

- Vehicle drives 25km per competition, to which USM usually does 

two. 

• Total time engine runs: 5 hours 

- Roughly 1 hour of testing for 4 days.  

- The “Endurance” event at the competition takes about 

27minutes. 

- “Acceleration” and “Skid Pad” event runs for a matter of seconds, 

negligible 

• Engine rating of EV car: 62.5kW 

• Engine rating of CV car: 30kW 

• Distance transporting vehicle to competition: 3700km  

- Assuming USM partakes in two competitions per year, attending 

the FS United Kingdom competition in Silverstone, and FS 

Netherlands in TT Circuit Assen.  

- Netherlands round trip 2579.6km (2449km on the road, 130.6km 

at sea)  

- Silverstone round trip 1120km 

• Vehicle transported by: Light goods vehicle, ferry 

The energy consumed and CO2 emitted with transporting the car to and from 

the competitions (transport) and driving the car itself. Data for specific energies 

and specific carbon energy was taken from GRANTA EduPack 2020, and are 

documented in Table 18 - Table 20 [57].  
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Table 18 Energy and Carbon from transporting the car to competition 

Transport Car to 
Competition by 

Specific Transport 
Energy (MJ/tonne/kg) 

Specific CO2 
Footprint, source 

(Kg/MJ) 

Diesel Light Goods 
Vehicle 

2.2 0.072 

Ferry 0.4 0.072 
 

Table 19 Energy and Carbon amassed to power the engine 

Input and Output 
Type 

Product 
Efficiency 

Specific Energy 
Equivalence, 

source 
(MJ/MJ) 

Specific CO2 
Footprint, 

source 
(Kg/MJ) 

Electric Motor 0.89 0.28 0.8 

ICE 0.3 1 0.072 

 

Table 20 Energy and Carbon used by the car accounting for mass 

Fuel and Vehicle 
Type 

Energy 
(MJ/tonne.km) 

Specific Energy 
Equivalence, 

source 
(MJ/MJ) 

Specific CO2 
Footprint, 

source 
(Kg/MJ) 

Electric Race 
Car 

0.75 0.28 0.8 

Petrol Race Car 3.4 1 0.068 

 

 End of Life 

Material and product life can be classified in the following ways: physical life, 

functional life, technical life, economical life, legal life, and loss of desirability. 

Within FS, the legal life of the product is significant and is constrained by the 

rule A2.2.1 and A2.2.2. It dictates that vehicles may only be used for one year, 

and that significant changes must be made to the chassis each year. The aim 

of these rules was to drive innovation within teams.  However, the material or 

part may not have yet degraded, and could still serve its purpose. For materials 

that cannot be recycled, this can lead to stresses on landfill. Therefore, the end 

of life of the steel frame chassis and the composite monocoque were analysed 

to identify the end-of-life options. These include landfill, combustion, 

refurbishment, and recycling. 

The end of life for previous steel frame chassis were analysed. Firstly, the rule 

regarding exactly how different each year’s chassis had to be was vague. It 

was understood that changing a single key member in the chassis would meet 

this standard. However, since the reason the rule was in place was to drive 

innovation, the team would often try to create completely new spaceframes 

each year to meet the spirit of this rule. Furthermore, due to the complexities 

of grinding off each welded spaceframe member for reuse, the whole chassis 

would often be broken apart and recycled without reuse. Fortunately, steel 

recycling was readily available by the university, and the centralisation of steel 
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recycling minimised additional transport costs to recycle these parts. Steel is 

also extensively recycled with minimal degradation of its material properties 

[58]. 

Regarding the reuse of the carbon fibre composite monocoque, disassembling 

and cutting the solid folded monocoque would pose difficulty and would impact 

the structural integrity of the panels if reattached. To meet rules A2.2.1 and 

A2.2.2, additional composite skins could be added to the monocoque, changes 

made to the rear subframe, or cut outs made in the top of the front bulkhead, 

meeting its condition. However, USM would like to keep innovating and 

attempt different designs each year. In the past, separate carbon fibre 

composite panels used in the steel frame chassis such as the flooring and 

nose cone have been reused, however, they were for non-critical parts. It 

would be hard to reuse panels for this reason. This leads to the end-of-life 

options for a carbon fibre composite monocoque to be recycling or landfill. 

Unfortunately, there is minimal recycling of carbon fibre composites [52] [59]. 

This would lead to the carbon fibre composite monocoque going to landfill and 

is not sustainable [59]. 
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10.3 Life Cycle Assessment Interpretation 
The total energy consumed, and CO2 emitted for a carbon fibre composite 

monocoque and for a steel chassis was reported in Figure 106. 

 

Figure 106 - Energy usage of EV monocoque’s CV Steel Chassis 

The raw material extraction of CFRP has the highest energy consumption from 

all the life cycle stages. This can be seen in Figure 106. It also has a higher 

energy consumption when compared to steel. There are many reasons for this, 

including that the CFRP material extraction is around fourteen times as energy 

intensive as producing steel [8]. This may be due to the many stages CFRP 

has to go through before it can be used for its desired application. However, 

steps can be taken to minimise energy consumption in the raw material 

extraction phase. Das [8] suggested using lignin based carbon fibres. Lignin 

based carbon fibres are known for being produced by renewable resources. 

The statistics say that lignin requires 5% less energy and produces 22% less 

CO2 [8]. Therefore, the idea to alter the precursor could be more sustainable 

and cost-effective. Borregaard UK Ltd is a world leader in supplying lignin-

based products. They are a worldwide company based in Warrington; 

therefore, they can easily be sourced [60]. Another step that can be taken to 

reduce this phase's energy consumption is to use less material. This would 

mean less material wastage, and less CFRP would end up in the landfill.  

The comparison between the manufacturing of steel to CFRP showed that 

steel consumed more energy than CFRP. This was unexpected when looking 

into past literature. Das stated that the manufacturing process for CFRP had 

higher energy consumption than steel. However, the values can vary 

depending on the application. To reduce the energy consumption within this 

area, it would be ideal to use near net-shaped designs to reduce the finishing 

and grinding required for unnecessary parts.  
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The energy usage for the transport stage had the lowest value as seen in 

Figure 106. There were two parts to the transport stage, the transport used to 

deliver the CFRP to the consumer and it to transport the car to and from the 

competition. This stage was the most energy-efficient stage as fuel 

consumption was reduced due to the lightweight CFRP used. However, 

looking at Figure 106 shows that CFRP has a lower transport energy 

consumption than steel. This could be due to the car not being used to its full 

potential during competition.  

The use phase of both the carbon fibre monocoque chassis and steel chassis 

had the second highest energy consumption and CO2 emissions. This was as 

expected due to the short life span of the cars, just a few weeks in operation 

during the competitions. For professional race cars, they may attend many 

Grands Prix in a year, where just one Grand Prix reaching distances beyond 

the total distance that a formula student race car would run. For example, the 

Silverstone circuit with all laps in a Grand Prix being covered is 306.198km, 

not to mention the rigorous testing formula one cars undergo [61]. This 

highlights the question whether the built formula student race cars ever reach 

their full potential before they are discarded.  

Additionally, the energy consumed and CO2 emissions in the use phase for the 

monocoque was higher than for the steel chassis. This was unexpected. This 

can be attributed to the data values for specific energy equivalence and 

specific carbon footprint not being distinct for each country. The Eco-Audit tool 

uses a general value which is for the whole of Europe. A value specific to 

Scotland should be used since the electricity generated by renewable energies 

is higher in Scotland at 51.7% compared to 18% for Europe, creating less of 

an environmental burden [62] [63]. This would lead to the energy consumed 

and carbon emitted in the use stage to be lower.   

Additionally, the software had limitations on choosing the type of engine, which 

would lead to different product efficiencies. To make the analysis more 

accurate, a software called GREET (The Greenhouse Gases, Regulated 

Emissions and Energy Use in Transportation Model) [56]. It was developed for 

fuel cycle analysis and could provide a more accurate efficiency rating for the 

engines.  

To minimise the energy and carbon footprint created in the use phase, the car 

should be made as light as possible.  

Overall, the software was able to show what phase of the car was the most 

energy intensive and created the greatest carbon footprint. However, it does 

have its limitations, and the software should only be used as a guide for 

degrees of magnitude of the different phases. The software was very sensitive 

to user input data, as information such as total distance ran by the car, were 

only predictions.  
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11  Manufacturing Plans 

11.1  Folded Composite Panel Manufacturing 
Critical details of the method are expanded upon here via a step-by-step guide.  

  CAD generation 

The first steps in producing a folded panel are rooted in the generation of 

suitable CAD, focusing on facets, and ensuring that all faces are planar. This 

was discussed prior in the design iterations of the monocoque. Firstly, the flat 

panel size must be factored into the part, such that the model can be split into 

separate components if required. For the monocoque, this split is necessary 

to be able to layup the full flat pattern onto a single panel, and it is located at 

the Front Roll Hoop. In general, a split may be needed where there is a 

significant geometry change that otherwise cannot be incorporated in with 

additional folds.  

To progress towards the desired flat pattern, the solid model must be 

transformed into a sheet metal part, in which bends, and rips are added. This 

is achieved by first determining where the rips should be located to minimise 

folding complexity, in the case of the monocoque, this is only necessary on the 

‘nose’ segment, where the body is split across the horizontal upper surface. 

The rip can be added into the sheet metal part either through physically 

changing the base geometry to feature a gap or using sheet metal operations. 

Continuing, bends are then added at all edges where a fold is present. The 

bend radius can be adjusted as necessary, however for this manufacturing 

method the outer radius, will be the laminate thickness, and then the internal 

radius will be effectively zero millimetres, though for most software must be set 

to 1mm. Effectively this creates a scenario where the core is compressed in 

plane, fanning about the internal edge. Other internal radii and hence external 

radii are achievable, though they may create issues when folding the laminate. 

When the corner radius is greater than the panel thickness, the core is not 

being compressed to the same degree as with a smaller radius, and therefore 

more complex bending jigs will be required.  

From this point, the flat pattern can then be generated using the various 

unfolding commands in the software and finally exported as a 2D line file such 

as a .dxf for use in a CNC router or other cutting machines. Included in this 

line file is the positioning of the inserts, due to the increased accuracy that 

CNC operation can provide, as it is a simple drilling / plunge operation for a 

router, it does not complicate this process. Addition of holes in the laminate for 

suspension and other inserts can also be done using conventional welding jigs.  

The model can quickly be transformed into a flat pattern using SolidWorks 

where a ‘convert to sheet metal’ tool guides the user through changing a solid 

body into a folded part. Alternatively, the flat pattern could be manually drawn 

using the following equation[64] to compute the needed spacing between 

faces of the laminate. Where X is the length of skin to remove, tp the panel 

thickness and Q the outer surface bend radius. 

𝑋 =
2𝜋𝑡𝑝𝑄

360
11.1 
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  Composite Panel Manufacturing 

As previously outlined, the manufacturing method selected for the composite 

panels is vacuum infusion. For a honeycomb cored panel, such as that being 

used here, two processes are required to be carried out with vacuum 

infusion. Firstly, the carbon skins are infused with resin according to the 

desired ratio of fibre / epoxy and allowed to fully cure. Ideally, a post cure 

heat treatment cycle should be performed for optimal mechanical properties 

of the epoxy resin. Following this, using a honeycomb bonding adhesive the 

skins are glued to either side of the core and again allowed to fully cure 

under vacuum pressure or significant weight. At this stage, the panel is ready 

to be trimmed to size and cut according to the flat patterns produced prior 

using a CNC router. It is possible to cut the entire pattern by hand using a 

hand router, however this is not recommended due to the decreased 

accuracy of the result.  

For clarity, this is one method of manufacture and there are other suitable 

processes which could be used to produce the laminate instead of the steps 

outlined above. An example of this would be to create pre-preg skins, which 

could be done entirely in a single process, however this is not detailed. 

11.1.2.1 Visual Inspection 

While not very technical, a visual inspection of any part is critical to assess it 

is suitability. Upon first release of the part from the moulding, a cursory glance 

over the surfaces is performed to look for any locations which did not receive 

enough epoxy resin which are indicated by ‘dry’ patches. If a location with 

exposed fibres is found, lightly touching and trying to move the fibres is 

sufficient to determine whether the lack of resin will significantly affect the part 

– if the fibres can be moved, the part will not be suitable for use. This specific 

type of defect is only found in wet layup or vacuum infusion laminates and is 

of issue in vacuum infusion where trapped air and / or poor flow of resin can 

lead to large portions not being laminated.  

Following this the ‘tap test’ is performed to assess if any serious delamination 

between the plies or the core bond has occurred. Lightly ‘knocking’ the part 

either with a knuckle or a small wooden mallet can help determine if a defect 

is present by sound response. The composite should have a faint ‘ring’ and 

when moving over the surface the pitch should be consistent – if not, a defect 

may be present.  

A second visual inspection should be performed once the part has been 

trimmed to size. Cutting composite parts can damage the fibre and / or the 

bond to the core material potentially causing delamination. After the cut has 

been completed, inspecting the trimmed edge for frayed fibres and any 

separation of the core from the skins is important to ensure the part is not 

damaged. 

  Folding  

Once the panel has been machined, folding can begin. Firstly, the exposed 

honeycomb must be scored along the fold lines, this is needed to enable the 

core to be compressed when the panel is folded. This process could also be 

carried out during the routing operation, by cutting a notch or relief into the 
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core, however this can also change the bending of the panel due the 

honeycomb not supporting the outer skin to the same degree. At this stage, 

the panel must be secured to a suitable flat surface either through locating 

holes or via clamps. This is critical to avoid the unfolded panel sliding while 

sections of it are being bent into shape as significant forces are required to fold 

the panel. Before folding can begin, a method of supporting the panel in its 

folded state must be devised, for general right-angle bends, this can be simply 

done, however for more complex folds templates to guide the bend should be 

used. Concerning the design developed in this report, the initial folds (Figure 

107) will be the angled, bends on the nose section as detailed below, which 

will be supported on the external surface via template jigs cut from wood (or 

other readily available materials).  

 

Figure 107 - Initial folds of nose section 

Following this, the remaining 90-degree bends can be made using other jigs if 

desired. When each fold is made and is held in place, additional layers of 

carbon fibre are hand laminated using the wet layup vacuum bagging process 

onto the external and internal surfaces of the fold, with peel ply being used to 

blend the added layers onto the panel. In the case of our design, these will be 

one layer of -45/45 fibre and a second of 0/90 fibre applied to both surfaces. 

Once these additional reinforcement plies have cured, the jigs can be 

removed. These processes are repeated until all the folds are complete. 

  Joining Composite Panel Sections 

While not specific to folded panel manufacturing, the joining of two or more 

separate panels is an important aspect of the manufacturing process. Each 

section may need some trimming to be flush along the join, to account for the 

deformation of the core in-plane. Like folding, jigs are required to be used such 

that each section is correctly aligned. While this is largely specific to the given 

use case, for the design developed here, the front roll hoop and main roll hoop 

bolt holes will be used as locating points along with simply supports to raise 

the nose section. Again, like with folding, carbon fibre is laminated onto the 

seam using wet layup vacuum bagging method. The exact overlap is specific 

to the given panel construction to meet SES rules; however, this can be 

ignored if not located in a critical area.  
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12 Discussion 

12.1 Validation methods 

 Hand calculations 

The complexity of composite material simulations make validation through 

hand calculations difficult. The mandatory material data required for this 

project was not accurately obtainable through this method, hence the need for 

ACP simulations. 

From extensive review of literature, it was concluded that approximation of 

perimeter shear data through calculation was not possible as the cutting-edge 

nature of CFRP research provided limited insight. 

The results of 3pt-bend tests can be approximated using elastic beam theory 

for sandwich panels [65]. Considering a simply supported beam of length L 

and width b in central loading, as displayed in Figure 108. 

 

Figure 108 - Simply supported composite beam of cross section A-A [65]. 

The beam has a honeycomb core of thickness c and skins of thickness t, 

distance d is the distance between the midplanes of the skins. The flexural 

rigidity, D, of the composite beam can then be described by 

𝐷 =
𝐸𝑠𝑏𝑡3

6
+

𝐸𝑠𝑏𝑡𝑑2

2
+

𝐸𝑐𝑏𝑐3

12
12.1 

Where 𝐸𝑠is the Young’s modulus of the skins and 𝐸𝑐 is the core modulus of the 

material. If the stiffness of the skins about their central axis and the stiffness of 

the core about the central axis of the panel are assumed negligible in 

contribution to the rigidity, which is commonly the case [66], the flexural rigidity 

becomes dependant only on the central term. When combined with the 

solution for a simple beam in central loading [42], the panel stiffness can be 

approximated by 

𝑊

𝛿
=

24𝐸𝑓𝑏𝑡𝑑2

𝐿3
12.2 

This method of panel stiffness approximation stands as potential validation 

where physical testing is not possible, however is unlikely to provide the same 

degree of accuracy as results obtained from ACP simulations. 
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 Limitations of ACP modelling 

One of the main concerns of this thesis is the accuracy of the initial simulations, 

as these underpin the validity of the design. While literature suggests that the 

model is agreeable with reality, it is worth noting the limitations of the model 

and how they can be remedied. Firstly, the model assumes that debonding 

between plies does not occur by neglecting the ILSS of the plies, however 

literature suggests that this is present during the 3-point bend test at failure.  

Similarly, due to the failure criteria in place, this model does not explain how 

the panel will fail, only that it will. Knowing how the composite fails is of interest 

as it could give insight into how to improve the strength. Unfortunately 

modelling this kind of behaviour would require computationally expensive and 

complex methods such as the discrete ply method. Finally, it remains to be 

seen whether the assumption of modelling woven fabrics as two UD plies is 

agreeable with physical testing. This is of concern as it omits the trellis effect 

and deformation due to fibre stretching. 

 Comparison to other teams 

The lack of the testing necessitated the comparison of our simulations to other 

Formula Student team’s data. Fortunately, the development of a monocoque 

is a common group project for final year students, and often these reports can 

be found online. While not ideal, comparing 3-point bend test results and 

torsional simulations to other teams, does allow some degree of confidence in 

the process, given the data is in the same region. When doing this, care 

needed to be taken to find examples of other teams monocoques which were 

developed for recent FS rules. The group found particular benefit in comparing 

to Monash [22], who thoroughly detail their simulation and practical data. 

12.2 Folded Manufacturing Method 

 Rules Compliance and Folded Monocoque Design 

Throughout the project, frequent decisions were made to ensure design 

compatibility with the folded manufacturing process. Despite the attractive cost 

benefits of the folding process, it puts significant limitations on the design which 

otherwise would not be present if using, for example, a machined mould. 

Primary examples being the requirement of faceted flat surfaces and the 

minimisation of complexity. Initially these aspects may seem manageable, 

though when trying to comply with the nuances of the composite rules the 

difficulty increases considerably. In particular the mounting of the rear frame – 

where typical methods would simply alter or recess geometry to fit a mount 

and be rules compliant, however that is not possible on a folded panel. 

Similarly, the folded monocoque has a ‘free-edge’ in the laminate at every 

corner, resulting in special consideration of where mounts are placed. Because 

of these limitations, the design process for a folded monocoque can be argued 

more difficult than a typical moulded monocoque and for a team embarking on 

the design of their first monocoque, a folded construction may not be the best 

option despite its cost effectiveness. 
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12.3 Practical Experience at LMC 

 Lamination and Debonding 

In the closing weeks of Semester 2, members of the team were granted one 

week’s access to the Lightweight Manufacturing Centre (LMC) to produce 

laminate samples. The aim was to make 3-point bend and shear test samples 

to validate simulations and guide laminate design. Due to limited time, the 

panels were constructed with a wet layup process where the core was bonded 

to the surface in the first lamination, with the second lamination bonding the 

other surface of the core. This decision came because of lesser experience 

with vacuum infusion. While prior experience had shown that wet layup is a 

viable manufacturing method for cored panels, the 25mm honeycomb core 

was not used in this process. In previous samples, honeycomb core with a 

maximum 10mm were used. Additionally, for safety reasons, it was not 

possible to run the vacuum pumps overnight and weights were put on the 

laminate to apply pressure. Theoretically, this should not have caused issues, 

however the lack of experience using thicker core and lesser pressure on the 

laminate resulted in the core de-bonding upon release from the tool surface. 

Ideally, these layups would have been repeated considering the issues 

experienced, however, due to time constraints this was not possible. 

 Manufacturing Method 

The layup and moulding analyses determined prior were conducted 

theoretically and thus relied heavily upon team experience and understanding. 

While it was decided to use vacuum infusion for the manufacturing process, 

due to time constraints, the process to be used at the LMC was wet layup. The 

practical experience gained using the exact materials for the monocoque 

validated existing concerns that wet layup would not be viable. The experience 

reiterated scale difference between testing samples and full-size laminates 

would result in considerable accuracy and repeatability issues. The concern 

being scaling up the manufacturing from small samples to larger sheets the 

ability to spread the resin by hand consistently becomes increasingly more 

challenging, which in the end would result in a part which would not be suitable. 

Alongside this, the surface release issues would also be magnified at an 

increased scale, further exacerbating the core debonding problem. 

The outcome of these layups is the confirmation that the theoretical selection 

of vacuum infusion is the best choice for final part manufacture. Using vacuum 

infusion as the lamination process would eliminate these issues experienced 

as the skins are produced and then bonded to the honeycomb with a 

secondary adhesive. As this is conducted in multiple stages, in which the 

problematic aspects are eliminated, this method would be more reliable with 

lower risks.  

 Improved Equipment Access 

A significant portion of the justification and design of the composite 

manufacturing process conducted in this project is reliant on the equipment 

the team has access to and the experience of the team. While at the LMC, 

discussions with the technicians and research staff were held about what is 

feasible for the team (USM) to be able to do at their facilities and what they 

could help us in acquiring. Of note was their willingness for USM to use their 
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autoclave and composite machining capabilities along with their cold storage 

and their suggestion that they could reach out to companies to see if they 

would be willing to donate expired pre-preg carbon fibre. If these all come to 

fruition, the composite design scope could be significantly increased, enabling 

an overall better design that is not as restricted by the manufacturing process  

12.4 System Integration 

 Front Bulkhead and IA/AIP Assembly 

The decision was made to make the front bulkhead a separate part. In the 

future, a separate front bulkhead was still envisioned due to the complexities 

of integrating it into the folded monocoque.  

A design of the front bulkhead that could be optimised would be the cut-out 

size. The cut-out size in the final design was conservative. This was because 

the perimeter shear value was still theoretical as well as the actual ply count 

required to pass the SES. Increasing the size of this cut-out would save weight. 

The design of the AIP and IA attempted to match previous designs so that the 

testing specifications were met. However, since the front bulkhead dimensions 

was bigger than in previous years, so too was the dimensions for the AIP. 

Therefore, testing of the AIP and IA assembly would have to be carried out in 

the future. An aluminium AIP could also be considered for the future for extra 

weight saving benefits.  

 Inserts 

Multiple decisions were made in designing the inserts that had considerable 

implications to the overall result. A decision made early in the design process 

was to use manufacturable and easily obtainable materials, in no small part 

because of the student nature of this project. While the chosen 6061 

Aluminium is a more than suitable material, it carries somewhat unnecessary 

mass in comparison to more complex materials. As is the case for much of this 

study, further integration of, or access to, more advanced manufacturing 

options would allow for improvements that while marginal compile to 

noticeable differences in the overall product. 

Secondly, the inserts being designed in correspondence with the safety 

requirements stipulated by the SES, the decision to disregard any use of a 

potting compound as discussed in section 3.3.1, creates weaker inserts. In a 

purely theoretical sense, potting would create additional bonding to the core 

and the skins; only increasing the strength through any combined or pure load. 

In this theoretical context, much of the literature used for informing on inserts 

is from, or adapted from, the ECSS-HB-32-2A Insert Design Handbook [33]. 

The handbook provides useful information on the contribution of material 

constituents to the load bearing capability of the insert under various load 

scenarios, summarised in Table 21. 
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Table 21: Contribution of material constituent to insert load bearing capability. 

 
Load Scenario 

Contribution of CFRP constituent to insert load 
bearing capability 

Core Skin Bond 

Tension High Medium Very Low 

Compression High Medium Low 

Shear Low High Very Low 

Bending High Medium Low 

Torsion High Low Low 

  

As is evident from Table 21, when the core is permitted contribution to load 

bearing, it provides considerable strength outside of a shear loading scenario. 

The failure modes evaluated for calculation of insert parameters for this project 

were derived only from skin load bearing contributions. The inclusion of core 

strength and compound strength would alter the formulae used for calculation 

of insert failure modes (Section 7.7.4) and reduce the geometric requirements 

for mitigation of failure. 

While a simple matter to discuss theoretically, the complexity of potting 

compounds in the manufacturing process, especially if implemented 

incorrectly, can reduce the contribution of the core to insert strength. This 

outcome is likely given the composites experience of individuals involved. 

Furthermore, any compound between the insert and the material core would 

nullify any grounding of entire panels and could create complications with 

electrical safety as a result. Nonetheless, use of a potting compound would 

never decrease the strength of an insert design, and while it has no use in 

proving structural equivalency for competitive applications, it should be 

considered for when physical testing can be undertaken and the final 

monocoque constructed as an additional safety factor against insert failure. 

 Front Roll Hoop 

One of the design requirements for the front roll hoop included having a 

lightweight design. Since the FSG rules dictated that the front roll hoop had to 

be constructed from metal, this meant the team had lost the advantage of using 

the lightweight material CFRP. However, any amount of weight reduction 

would have sufficed. Therefore, an investigation was conducted into finding a 

material that had good mechanical properties and was lightweight. This was 

done by creating a CES graph that indicated which metal materials could be 

used for the front roll hoop with the comparable properties to steel given in the 

FSG rules. 

The investigation showed that aluminium was a good substitute for steel. Since 

manufacture complexity ranked the highest in the design requirements, 

aluminium was very desirable. It was much more malleable, which made it 

easier to work with than steel. It had a reduced weight compared to steel, and 

it was corrosion-resistant, which was a tremendous advantage as the front roll 

hoop would be exposed to various weather conditions.   
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However, even with aluminium having extraordinary qualities, it could not pass 

the equivalency parameters compared to steel. Multiple dimensions and tube 

shapes were put through the front roll hoop structural equivalency 

spreadsheet, with each one failing. It would have been ideal for the front roll 

hoop to have an outer diameter equivalent to the core thickness for an 

aesthetic look. However, these dimensions still did not pass. This is shown in 

Figure 109. 

The decision was made to use the baseline material, steel, which had a round 

tube shape, an outer diameter of 25.4mm and a wall thickness of 2.64mm.  

 

Figure 109 - Front roll hoop structural equivalency (Material type: aluminium) 

 Alternative Front roll hoop mounting  

Typically, the front roll hoop is imbedded into the laminate structure replacing 

core material which would be present in this location. As shown in Figure 59, 

the rules specify how this must be carried out. Due to the folded manufacturing 

process, this would be difficult to achieve as it would require the skins to be 

cut away and core material removed. To clarify suggested alternative 

laminations for embedding the front roll hoop, rules queries were submitted to 

FSG regarding this, however they were all deemed insufficient. Hence leading 

to the roll hoop being external to the monocoque laminate, but inside the 

cockpit. 

As seen in Figure 110, externally mounted roll hoops are feasible and were 

considered, however it was decided against for the minimal difference in 

design mounting it inside the cockpit would pose.  
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Figure 110 - External front roll hoop, as seen on NTU Athens’ 2018 vehicle [67] 

 Suspension 

The bulk of suspension design was deemed to be significantly out of the scope 

of this thesis on the design of a monocoque. While it is true that the 

consideration of the suspension, and the overall design of a vehicle’s dynamic 

performance is intrinsic to the design of the chassis, which in essence is mainly 

a platform to hold all of the components of a race car together, many of the 

important parameters are not as sensitive to the chassis geometry. This thesis 

aimed to target the most chassis-dependant suspension parameters of 

suspension design as a way to create a solid platform from which to further 

develop the detailed design. 

12.5  Formula Student Rule Recommendations 
FS have always promoted technical development of participating teams. With 

a global emergency being declared worldwide, Formula Student should also 

make efforts in response to this. A few suggestions were put forward as a result 

of conducting the LCA were reported below. 

The current weightings of the events were shown in Table 22. A suggestion 

would be to weight the efficiency part of the competition higher to encourage 

teams to improve their engine’s power consumption.  

Table 22 Events and Points Summary [6] 

Static Events: CV and EV 

Business Plan Presentation 75 

Cost and Manufacturing 100 

Engineering Design 150 

Dynamic Events  

Skid Pad 75 

Acceleration 75 

Autocross 100 

Endurance 325 

Efficiency 100 

Overall 1000 
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Similarly, the business plan presentation usually tests the team’s ability to 

mass manufacture the race car, or how the car’s marketing would be affected 

by Brexit. Formula Student could put forward a business case study for how to 

market the car to a sustainable audience, to promote thinking of the subject 

and the impact manufacturing a car will have. This could be done in the form 

of how to manufacture a race car where all its processes were carbon offset.  

Taking into the account that the material phase of the car’s life cycle was the 

highest, FS should consider the impact this has on the environment. With 

CFCs being used more readily, and the fact that it is not widely recycled, they 

should minimise the number of parts ending up in landfill. Although the rule 

A2.2.1 and A2.2.2 dictates that a new chassis be made, is this justifiable for 

the strain it places on the environment? In the future, where CFCs recycling 

becomes more widespread, the rules may indicate the percentage of recycled 

materials to be used or refurbished from existing cars. This would drive 

innovation too by considering the mega trend of remanufacturing.  

Another consideration would be to open the range of materials that the car 

could be made from. This may lead to materials that still meet structural 

requirements but have a less energy intensity. This would be future work. 

On a different note, the competition event should aim to be as sustainable as 

possible by eliminating single use plastics such as water bottles at the event. 

For example, Formula E has an ISO standard certificate for being a sustainable 

event [68]. This was done by recycling branding posters, and limiting single 

use plastics, as well as introducing advanced battery recycling events. FS 

usually have informative tents during the event such as visitors from 

programming companies, and presence from sustainable companies providing 

education and insight would be invaluable.  

13 Future Work 

13.1 Lamination Testing 
As mentioned, prior, access to the LMC enabled some time to produce test 

pieces, however issues encountered prohibited them to be tested. The team 

should aim to repeat the manufacturing processes to fully investigate where 

the issues arose and to assess whether the conclusions to use a vacuum 

infusion process would be needed. Given the team has access to all the 

materials, it is suggested that this would be conducted as soon as possible. 

13.2 Folding Tests 
The initial aim of the project was a ‘design and build’; however, this was altered 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, manufacturing tests were unable 

to be carried out, thus the design was to be entirely theoretical, basing the 

process on the team’s understanding of composites and their research. Of 

utmost importance to the team is that ‘folding tests’ are conducted as soon as 

possible to fully investigate the nuances of the process. The main objective of 

these tests would be to determine if the predicted skin thicknesses (considered 

as ply count) can be successfully bent to the necessary angles and radii. The 
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work at the LMC was useful to get hands on experience with the panels and 

gave the team valuable experience seeing to what degree skins could bend, 

however a full folded panel was not produced due to time constraints.  

Basic calculations suggest that 2 ply skins (~600gsm) would be sufficient for 

the monocoque shape designed, with further plies increasing the bend radius. 

The issue is that the predicted laminate would need to be produced with 4 ply 

skins to pass rule requirements, and therefore the folding process would not 

be suitable. This is at odds with literature, where folding appears to have been 

successful with laminates that pass rules, requiring practical testing to 

determine what is feasible. 

13.3 Laminate testing 
Critical to any composite design is physical testing of the laminates. The 

simulations of the panels cannot be validated without this, and hence the 

design cannot be produced. As mentioned before, some tests cannot be 

simulated, such as the perimeter shear test, further demonstrating the 

necessity of physical testing. The team should aim to produce and tests 

laminate samples following submission of this report, both targeting 

development of a monocoque / validations of result present and simply to 

increase the team’s knowledge of the materials available to them. 

The team has arranged testing as a form of sponsorship through the Advanced 

Materials Research Laboratory at Strathclyde. As a result of this, the ability for 

laminate tests to be conducted is limited only by what can be produced by the 

team. 

 Alternative cores 

While aluminium honeycomb was taken as the best choice and was 

correspondingly designed around, alternative core materials, in particular foam 

could be beneficial. Purely considering a manufacturing perspective, a foam 

cored composite panel is easier to produce than a honeycomb equivalent, due 

to the inherent rigidity of the foam and the greater surface area to bond the 

skins to. If foam core panels could be designed to pass SES rules with similar 

skins thicknesses, other moulding options such as a welded mould could be 

more viable. The team should aim to explore this by producing laminates with 

25mm foam core and the same skins as the aluminium honeycomb 

counterparts for comparison when testing is undertaken. 

13.4  Future Monocoques  
While the hybrid monocoque output by this project provided a mass saving of 

roughly 8kg, a large portion of the mass saving benefits that can be found with 

a full monocoque could not be realised. Due to the strict rules regarding impact 

protection at the rear of the car, a heavy steel structure must be used to meet 

the required specification. Because of this, 21kg out of the total concept’s 

36.8kg mass was made up of the steel trellis attached at the rear. At the front 

of the car, where the structure was replaced with a monocoque section, a 

33.71% decrease in mass was achieved. If a similar mass saving could be 

produced in the rear, a full monocoque concept, with the structure as 
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recommended in this project, a mass saving of roughly 15kg could be found, 

coming to a saving of 33.5% in total. 

This seems to be the obvious next step for future monocoque designs, and as 

the EV concept developed by the USM team matures, the rear of the car 

should converge to a stable design, allowing for a full monocoque design to be 

implemented. 
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14 Conclusions 
In conclusion, the design and integration of a CFRP Formula Student 

monocoque was achieved. Based on literature, a carbon fibre composite and 

aluminium honeycomb panel utilising the ‘cut and fold’ manufacturing 

technique were selected. By analysing a variety of composite layups, an 

understanding of manufacturing methods was developed to inform future 

production of composite components. Selected manufacturing testing 

revealed the feasibility of the design and any challenges the monocoque may 

face during future production. Additionally, detailed CAD models of the hybrid 

monocoque were produced, alongside manufacturing plans enabling the 

production of a prototype in the future. Simulations in Ansys ACP were 

conducted to determine laminate skin parameters and evaluate failure modes 

of the monocoque chassis. Pairing simulations, and validation from past 

literature, the CFRP panels and monocoque structures were proven to meet 

the SES in the Formula Student rules. Comparison with USM21’s steel frame 

chassis, an estimated weight saving of 7.95kg was found along with a 

predicted torsional stiffness increase of 2544Nm/deg. The project concluded 

the criticality of manufacturing and recommends a prototype of the design be 

created in its future work. Finally, a life cycle analysis of the carbon fibre 

monocoque, compared to the previous steel chassis, revealed that the material 

usage phase consumed more energy and had a bigger carbon footprint. 

Finally, this final thesis serves as a comprehensive design guide for a CFC 

monocoque, contributing to the knowledge base of the USM team. 
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15 Reflection on Project Planning 
The execution of the project was made possible through adopting project 

management principles. The project management ideology was split in the 

main aspects as follows: 

1. Initiating 

2. Planning 

3. Executing 

4. Monitoring and controlling 

5. Closing 

15.1 Initiating 
The initiation of the project involved its authorisation and identification of the 

stakeholders. The main stakeholders included the project team members, 

USM (the client), and the supervisor. This project was self-generated, and an 

initial statement of work was proposed by the project team and the client, to 

the supervisor. It was noted that the scope of the project was changed to reflect 

specific stakeholder requirements. This included the amount of work to be 

included to fit the academic year. 

15.2 Planning 
The preliminary planning of the project was structured through the creation of 

the statement of work (SOW). This was structured to cover important project 

planning aspects such as the project statement, the objectives and scope, 

project structure, milestones, project deliverables, and risks involved. An 

added item the project manager created was a flow chart, indicating key 

decision deadlines, and progression of the project. 

Considering the ongoing COVID situation, a project plan A and plan B were 

proposed, which considered the likelihood of limited practical work. Plan B was 

adopted as semester one progressed. Furthermore, when the project plan and 

scope was reviewed in semester two, when it seemed increasingly unlikely 

practical work was available, a plan B* was created. It is worth noting that the 

creation of plan A and plan B were detailed, complete with Gantt chart and flow 

chart to make it easier for the project manager to transition plans at critical 

points in the semester, such as the deadline for ordering material.  

However, despite this preparation, this planning had a few shortcomings. 

Firstly, due to conflicting stakeholder opinions within the project team, the 

transition of plan A to plan B was slow and contested. Despite guidance from 

the created flow chart and concerns about time from team members, a 

considerable effort was put into sourcing lab space to complete physical 

testing in semester one. This delayed other tasks in the project such as the 

reading of literature and learning ACP, leading to a rush to complete these 

areas at the end of semester two.  

The other problem with the two proposed plans was fully considering the 

iterative nature of this design process. This led to some parts of the design at 

a standstill whilst simulations were awaiting validation since no physical testing 

was available.  
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There will always be a passion for a project, however care must be taken to 

recognise team member input, have a willingness to change the scope, and 

embrace adaptability. There was additional weakness in the project manager, 

who should have been sterner and uphold the time schedule.  

Taking these learning points, and to ensure the team was back on track in 

semester two, plan B* was proposed and was very successful. Figure 111 

showed the adaptation of plan B vs plan B*. As the situation for lab access 

became uncertain, the potential for continuous testing for feedback became 

more tenuous. Plan B* was created to keep designs progressing without 

outputting bad design. For example, by revisiting some of the FEA challenges 

that was initially considered out of scope, such as in-plane failure, the base 

panel for rules requirements was assumed, and design implementation 

continued. If physical testing became available, this would be fed back into the 

design. With a plan B*, a framework was created where each step could be 

updated quickly with results from physical testing when available. 

 

Figure 111 - Flowchart of design, detailing plan B and plan B* 

In the SOW, the work breakdown structure was also established which 

involved subdivision of work into manageable work. By defining this work, the 

duration and cost of each task could be estimated. This work was decomposed 

at each phase. This was integrated into the flow chart mentioned above. The 

project was composed of four phases: experimental methodology and design 

stage, physical testing, production of monocoque or scope increase areas, and 

analysis and report writing. Changes from plan A to plan B were encapsulated 

in this. Within each phase, the work was categorised into meeting the aims for 

completing the material library, manufacturing library, and the monocoque 
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design and build activities, which summarised the main objectives of the 

thesis.  A snapshot of the first phase can be found in Figure 112. 

 

Figure 112 - Work breakdown structure phase 1 

Once the work breakdown structure was defined and milestones created, an 

in-depth Gantt chart was created. This made up the project timeline. This 

helped understand whether the workload was attainable during specific 

timescales. It was incredibly helpful at the start of the project to divide tasks 

and understand the whole project timeline. It was referred to during meetings 

to check the team was on track. However, a common problem with Gantt 

charts is that the team can lose faith in them when work falls behind, which 

was the case for a portion of semester one. More effort was required to 

maintain the Gantt chart. At the start of semester two, when plan B* was in 

effect, the Gantt Chart was updated by digesting the new objectives, creating 

the work breakdown structure, then creating a timeline to complete them, the 

tasks for the second semester Gantt chart is shown in Figure 113. Later in the 

project, the Gantt chart was accompanied with the Scrum method, explained 

later, where it became invaluable. An aspect of this Gantt chart that was 

potentially missing are indicators for dependencies. However, due to the highly 

iterative process of the monocoque design, creating strict dependencies were 

complex. For example, the team faced problems creating simulations at the 

start of the semester due to unfamiliarity with the program and having 

dependencies on this work would stagnate the other aspects of design. 

Therefore, the team adopted a rolling dependency, and this type of working 

was consolidated into the Scrum method of working in semester two. 
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Figure 113 - Updated Gantt chart for semester 2 

Regarding the specific team members involved in this planning process, the 

whole team had a say defining the main objectives in the report. Tasks were 

also broken down together; a good way to understand exactly what the project 

involved. The project manager was the member responsible for sorting tasks 

into a timeline, with feedback given to all team members to ensure the 

appropriate time was spent on each item. This was important due to differing 

technical experiences. Experience was called upon from the time required for 

similar projects in the past, including lead times for ordering materials. Once 

the Gantt chart was created, the project manager held a project planning 

meeting to make everyone aware of the schedule.  

Project management also involved identifying risks in the project, and how to 

mitigate them. These are summarised in Table 23. A risk faced was the 

software complications. ANSYS ACP was chosen over the Altair software. A 

lot of training was dedicated to learning the software and the Gantt chart plans 

TASK
ASSIGNED

TO
PROGRESS START END

Do not delete this row. This row is hidden to preserve a formula that is used to highlight the curren day within the project schedule. 

Phase 3: Validation of Monocoque and Selected Testing (Semester 2) 04-Jan 15-Mar

Material Investigation

Literature Review Write Up All 80% 11-Jan 18-Jan

Continue FEA of components to verify CFRP Modelling in ACP 18-Jan 25-Jan

Selected practical SES testing of CFRP Panels 25-Jan 01-Feb

FEA SES Designed Subsystem Components (Roll Hoops etc) 01-Feb 08-Feb

Small Scale Prototype 08-Feb 22-Feb

LCA- Definition of Boundaries R,A 11-Jan 18-Jan

LCA of Monocoque (work starts after design finished) 18-Jan 18-Jan

Monocoque Design and Validation

M4-Completion of the simplied monocoque design H,J 50% 11-Jan 11-Jan

Systems Integration, main components 11-Jan 18-Jan

Systems Integration with rest of EV Components car 18-Jan 22-Jan

Final Monocoque Design, Informed by FEA/Testing 22-Jan 18-Feb

Full chassis FEA 18-Feb 18-Feb

Comparison of produced results with welded chassis and USM21 EV chassis 18-Feb 01-Mar

Manufacturing Investigation

Design monocoque toolings and jigs 18-Feb 22-Feb

Production of Manufacturing Drawings 18-Feb 22-Feb

Phase 4: Analysis & Report Writing 15-Mar 25-Mar

Processing of results from comparison 15-Mar 17-Mar

M10-Results from Comparisons 17-Mar 17-Mar

Writing of final thesis 10-Dec 25-Mar
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for how long this would take was underestimated. Luckily, having already 

identified its risks, this was a known problem, and more effort was placed in 

identifying training software and documentation.   

Table 23 Risks and Mitigations 

Risks Mitigation 

Equipment or 
Manufacturing 
Processes not 
possible 

In depth knowledge of potential manufacturing allows for 
compromises and changes in processes. Sufficient 
understanding will provide knowledge on how this will impact 
the final design. 

Inexperienced 
team 
members 

Exposure to the operations of the team (both from previous 
and current years) along with research, training from 
experienced members and a mechanical understanding of 
the undertaking will ensure all team members are trained. 

COVID-19 
Complications 

A theoretical plan B will enable most of the aims of the project 
to still be investigated and successfully accomplished. 

Formula 
Student Rules, 
Regulations. 

Knowledge provided by the team and comprehensive 
understanding of the rules will allow for informed decisions 
ensuring the product still be produced within the restricted 
scope of formula student. 

Software 
Complications  

Make use of Altair software as provided by the team to carry 
out the required FEA 

Budget Reduce expenses through reduction in end production scale, 
e.g., use a small-scale prototype. 

 

15.3 Executing, Monitoring, and Controlling 
The execution of the project involved having a clear meeting plan, how 

progressions in the project were made, how information was shared, and how 

the quality of work was checked.  

Throughout the project, the team kept a consistent weekly technical meeting 

to discuss project updates and to work through any problems. With COVID, 

the team met virtually and had to adjust to this new way of working. Visualising 

components plus troubleshooting and learning ANSYS ACP was tricky online. 

The team overcame these obstacles by using online whiteboards, screenshare 

tutorials led by a team member, and dedicated folders for collated learning 

materials. In industry, teams could be spread across the globe, and so this skill 

of collaborating virtually will help us professionally in the future.  
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The manner the technical meetings were conducted in semester one and 

semester two differed. Semester one mainly relied on agendas created by the 

secretary to structure the meeting. The agenda was decided by checking what 

was to be completed in the Gantt chart, and had follow ups from previous 

meetings. This was effective for the type of work that was being conducted. 

Not everyone in the team was involved the in-depth technical design at the 

start; most were conducting literature reviews and planning. However, 

although there was always an agenda, meetings would often get side-tracked 

with very involved technical discussions between a few members. This led to 

the appointment of a timekeeper to keep the meetings on track. When 

technical work began with the rest of the team, a method relying on one person 

creating an agenda to review was inefficient. Therefore, a different project 

management technique was adopted in semester two, an adapted Scrum 

method. An example excerpt of the Scrum sheet used is shown in Figure 114 

 

Figure 114 - Scrum Sheet. Red were tasks not completed that week, orange were ones met with 
issues, and green were completed tasks. 

The Scrum method is an agile project management methodology based on 

quick iterative development. It is widely used to develop software and products 

within a short time frame.  

To initiate the Scrum method, the tasks for the upcoming week were broken 

down such as specific tasks to do for the front bulkhead. The meeting was run 

by the Scrum Master, whose goal is to identify obstacles in the way of the 

development team. Taking turns, each member of the team would report back 

to the Scrum Master, describing what was achieved last week, any issues on 

achieving their tasks, and what they plan to do the upcoming week. Unlike the 

traditional Scrum methodology where daily 15-minute meetings would take 

place, the team opted for weekly meetings to accommodate other university 

commitments.  

This project management technique was well received for the following 

reasons: 
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• Having weekly goals made a big design more manageable and allows 

a team member to focus on a few things at a time. 

• It focused on openness and the weekly feedback allows everyone to 

communicate and express any concerns. There was no culture of 

shame, any task not done invited the Scrum Master and everyone else 

to identify the issue and help.  

• Having a visual green, orange, and red colour scheme helps show the 

progress of the project at a glance.  

• Since the feedback was so visible, it also encouraged accountability. 

• It emphasises productivity and collaboration, and was easily adjustable 

when the scope changed, such as simulation results prompting design 

changes. 

However, with any project management process, there will be shortcomings of 

the process. These are reported below: 

• Scope creep has been a reported issue with this method and the team 

experienced this too. Where one section was nearing its completion 

such as that in the inserts, more ideas on how to expand that topic were 

introduced that were not originally included. The project manager and 

Scrum Master should be vigilant of this. 

• Due to the meetings being held weekly, it loses the quick bursts of 

energy that Scrum is known for. The meetings would last upwards of an 

hour where members would get tired. Side conversions also distract 

team members as attention wavered due to the lengthy meetings. 

 

Bi-weekly meetings were held with the supervisor, accommodating project 

updates, questions, and feedback. This was structured with meeting agendas 

created by the secretary. Follow up correspondence and actions were 

communicated through the secretary via email. 

The initial group meetings involved finding an effective way to communicate 

and share resources virtually. This led to the creation of a Facebook group 

chat, Discord Server, One Drive, and a collaborative Endnote Library. 

Acquiring engineering software to use had some issues. The team had to be 

vigilant of different versions of ANSYS ACP as it had no backward 

compatibility. The team now creates backups of all their files before 

centralising their files. Additionally, USM traditionally uses Inventor for their 

CAD while the university uses SolidWorks. The team had differing knowledge 

in this software and so the team started using “.step” files to ensure all parts 

would be read properly. This is a common practice in the professional 

workplace and the team developed a skill here.  

15.4 oClosing 
The final document was written over the entirety of semester two, with the final 

weeks dedicated to writing up and finalising information. The team wrote 

collaboratively using a word document hosted on the one drive. There were a 

few syncing problems, but these were quickly solved. The team worked 

together by agreeing the thesis structure, how to reference, and the style of 

writing. Using the “track changes” and “comment” functionality in Microsoft 

word, any mark-ups and changes were done efficiently. Shorter and more 
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regular meetings were conducted to ensure the workload for all members were 

balanced with other university commitments. The team was especially good at 

stepping up when another team member had issues and was always willing to 

help.  

An issue the group faced towards this stage was small amounts of scope 

creep. Near the end of semester two, an opportunity arose to do physical 

testing. This would help validate simulations and give some confidence to the 

monocoque design. The layup testing took longer than thought due to issues 

with the manufacturing process, in turn delaying the testing. There was a 

desire to create more tests to validate more of the simulations leading. 

However, the time concerns were raised by members of the team. A meeting 

was arranged to obtain agreement with the team, and it was decided not to 

pursue the testing in return for finishing the thesis.  

16 Reflection on Group Dynamic 
The team was composed of six people, three of which were USM members 

who proposed the project. From an admin point of view, the project group was 

known as “group A”. At the initial meetings, to foster a team identity and as an 

ice breaker, the team name “Chass-A-Team” was created, and the logo shown 

in Figure 115. The blue signifies the project’s ties to USM, and the name is 

indicative of the project’s objective.  

 

Figure 115 - Chass-A-Team logo 

Since the team varied in experience and skills, this dynamic was evaluated. 

Interestingly, half the members were from USM and already had an 

established team hierarchy. The challenge was to integrate a predefined team 

structure with new members. This was tackled by discussing our strengths and 

weaknesses, using the team role survey and Myers Briggs to identify how each 

can best contribute, as seen in Table 24.  

The team was successful at ensuring all members were involved in the 

discussion and thus built a rapport of communication. During meetings, it 

became clear that they were often side-tracked by technical discussion. Thus, 

a timekeeper and secretary were appointed to set clearer agendas and 

actions. This improved the quality of the meetings and the team dynamic. The 

team also adapted well when the team leader naturally changed to reflect the 

nature of the design process. For example, the skill to lead the consolidation 

of the scope versus the design strategy led to different team leaders with 

different strengths.  
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The final evolution of the team led to the following: an inviting team leader that 

reinforces communication and has a clear direction, implementers that would 

take the vision and digest its logistics to move things forward, a project 

manager and timekeeper to ensure goals were kept, and a secretary to keep 

a track of meetings and communicating actions to the internal supervisor. 

Additionally, as mentioned previously, there were additional roles during the 

team’s Scrum meetings in semester two. Tomas took on the role of Scrum 

master. 

Table 24: Team Survey Results and Structure 

Name Myers 
Briggs 

Team Roles 
Survey 

Main 
Responsibilities 

Sem 1 System 
Specialism 

Tomas INFP #1 Plant & 
Completer 
Finisher 

 
#2 Shaper & 

Company Worker 

Team Leader 1 
 

External 
Correspondence 

(LMC) 

General 
Chassis 
Design/ 

Manufacturing 
Implementation 

Michael INTJ #1 Team Worker, 
 

#2 Shaper, Plant 
& Monitor 
Evaluator 

Team Leader 2 
 

Quality Control 

General 
Chassis 
Design / 
Design 

Methodology 

Amal INFJ #1 Completer 
Finisher 

 
#2 Company 

Worker 

Project Manager 
 

Timekeeper 

Front Roll 
Hoops/ Eco 

Analysis 

Calum ENTP #1 Plant 
 

#2 Shaper 

Implementer 1 
 

Simulation and 
Modelling Expert 

Main Roll 
Hoops/ ACP 

John INFP #1Team Worker 
 

#2Company 
Worker 

Implementer 2 
 

Internal 
Technician 

Correspondence 

Inserts Design, 
SES Testing 

Rachel ENFJ #1 Completer 
Finisher 

 
#2 Team Worker 

Secretary 
 

Internal 
Supervisor 

Correspondence 

Front Bulkhead 
Integration/ 

Eco Analysis 

 

Further challenges arose during the design conception stage. Justifications for 

the material or manufacture method of the monocoque were dominated by 

experience from the USM team, leading to an unbalanced workload and the 

rest of the team uninformed. This was quickly realised. Thus, the vision of the 

project was rediscussed, and each team member was tasked to design a 

subsection as seen in Table 24. This led to input from all members, a wider 
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pool of design suggestions, and a more informed Pugh matrix evaluation that 

was based on journals as well as experience. 

Overall, the team had several strengths: 

• Tasks were delegated equally, and all were given a chance to learn. 

The hard work put into planning the project at the start of semester two 

paid off and everyone was clear on their role within the team. The 

delegation of technical tasks in semester two was hugely benefitted 

through the adoption of the Scrum technique.  

• Had a strong rapport of communication and trust. The team was 

professional and had a social side where we would update members 

informally on the Discord server and on messenger. Teammates are 

part of the community that one is a part with, and their wellbeing is also 

your responsibility. Through mutual trust, concerns could be raised 

safely. 

• Adaptable in a member’s roles and responsibilities when others 

required support. For example, when simulations had to be repeated 

due to technical problems, team members would step up and offer their 

assistance to the main simulation expert, saving them time and 

managing the workload.  

Some team dynamic issues that were revealed were: 

• Some members felt themselves that they were not contributing enough. 

Luckily, with the supportive nature of the team that were understanding, 

the team members were able to raise this issue. When raised, the team 

were able to reassure that the work they had been producing was good 

and that they were contributing equally. Since meetings were held 

weekly, no one felt in the dark for too long, and always had a chance to 

bring up any worries. 

• Tension and fatigue at the end of the semester are common and were 

also seen toward the end of this project. The team leaders and all 

members were vigilant of this, always checking for the mental health 

and current workload of all members to ensure there was no burnout or 

feeling overwhelmed.  
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17 Appendices 

17.1 Appendix 1 – Volume fraction method equations. 
The elastic stiffness moduli can be calculated with the following set of 

equations. 

Longitudinal modulus: 

𝐸𝑥 = 𝐸𝑓𝑣𝑓 + 𝐸𝑚𝑣𝑓 17.1 

Transverse Modulus: 

𝐸𝑧 = 𝐸𝑦 =
𝐸𝑓𝐸𝑚

𝑣𝑓𝐸𝑚 + (1 − 𝑣𝑓)𝐸𝑓

17.2 

Shear modulus: 

𝐺𝑦𝑧 = (1 − 𝑣𝑓)𝐺𝑚 + 𝑣𝑓𝐺𝑓 17.3 

𝐺𝑥𝑦 = 𝐺𝑥𝑧 =  
𝐺𝑓𝐺𝑚

𝑣𝑓𝐺𝑚 + (1 − 𝑣𝑓)𝐺𝑓

17.4 

17.2  Appendix 2 – Comparable mass definition. 
When comparing the final masses in section 8.3.3 the term comparable mass 

is used. This is a list of the components considered in that mass. 

Space Frame Hybrid design 

All chassis 
members (inc. 
welding +paint) 

40.6kg Front monocoque  8.85Kg 

Floor panels 1.75Kg Rear Subframe + Front hoop 
(inc. welding +paint) 

24.7Kg 

Bodywork 0.5Kg Mounting hardware for 
suspension + Rear subframe 
and front roll hoop 

3.25Kg 

Tabs  1.2 Kg   

Removable top 
panel 

0.95Kg   

Total 45Kg  36.8Kg 
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